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About this report
G4-28, G4-30

This report covers our Sustainable development
activities in Luxembourg in 2015 and follows
on from the report published in 2015 on the
results we achieved in 2014. The report contains
forward-looking statements which represent the
expectations, beliefs, predictions and objectives
of ArcelorMittal management for the financial and
operational performance of ArcelorMittal in 2015 and
beyond, along with assumptions or opinions based on
this performance. Predictions of future performance
are forward-looking and, as a result, they involve
estimates, assumptions, judgements and uncertainties.
Many factors may give rise to a discrepancy between
actual results and management forecasts.
This report is also available in French at
http://luxembourg.arcelormittal.com.
In the event of a discrepancy between the French
and English versions, the French version shall
prevail.

Kö-bogen, Düsseldorf, uses grade S 460 HD 400 steel sections
produced by our Differdange plant
© Shutterstock – Christian Mueller
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Strengthening our Sustainable
development strategy
G4-18, G4-19, G4-20, G4-29

The ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg Sustainable
development Report published in 2015 about our 2014
performance gave us the opportunity to introduce the
group’s new approach to corporate responsibility.
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This is now based on 10 key outcomes, designed to
meet our stakeholders’ expectations and underpinned
by transparent good governance. These 10 outcomes
guide our strategy and allow us to organise and stage our
activities through continuous improvement approach to
performance.
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1

Our 10
outcomes are:

2

Health, safety and quality of
life at work for our people

3
Products that create
sustainable infrastructures

Products that accelerate
more sustainable lifestyles

4

5

6

7

Efficient use of resources
and high recycling rates

Trusted user of air, land
and water

Responsible energy user
that helps create a lower
carbon future

Supply chains that our
customers trust

8

9

10

Active and welcomed
member of the community

Pipeline of talented
scientists and engineers
for tomorrow

Our contribution to
society measured,
shared and valued

All underpinned by transparent good governance

A Sustainable development Committee was set up in 2015
to drive this strategy in Luxembourg. It comprises top
executives and managers of industrial sites and calls on the
services of a number of internal experts. The Committee’s
mission is to develop a vision at national level which must
then be translated into an action plan. It is also responsible
for deciding which projects to take forward and ensuring
that the principles of Sustainable development underpin all
local activities.
Indeed, it is essential to evaluate the outcomes of these
actions to allow us to measure our progress and pinpoint
areas for improvement. This helps us refine our performance

indicators, in line with the specific issues of our industrial
activities, our products and their applications.
This report both advances our strategy and aspires to
go even further and make our activities more visible and
keep our observers and stakeholders better informed. The
presentation of this report pays significant attention to the
quantitative outcomes of the actions we have undertaken.
Our goal is to offer as transparent as possible an overview
of our Luxembourg operations, our economic, social and
environmental impact and our commitment to Sustainable
development.
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Message from the Management
G4-1

In 2015, ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg
had its “Entreprise Socialement
Responsable” (Socially Responsible
Company) label renewed by INDR
(National Institute for Sustainable
development and Corporate
Responsibility) for a period of three
years. The awarding of this label,
which is issued after a stringent
audit carried out by an independent
consultant examining all the company’s
different fields of activity, recognises
the efforts made by ArcelorMittal
in Luxembourg to develop the
Sustainable development approach it
first embraced many years ago.
We see it as our social responsibility
to work actively towards Sustainable
development. The company already
has a long-standing commitment to
its stakeholders. This goes back to
the early days of the steel industry,
when the company introduced a social
policy for its employees including
health insurance and pensions
and provided access to everyday
consumer goods via cooperative
purchasing associations. Indeed, the
group’s management also contributed
to setting up the Red Cross in
Luxembourg in 1914.
Nowadays, ArcelorMittal continues
to pursue this philosophy and extend
it to all its stakeholders. The health
and safety of its employees and
contractors remain paramount to the
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group. The journey to Zero Accident
remains a top priority. Throughout
our operations in Luxembourg, our
lost-time injury frequency rate has
improved further and stood at 1.07 in
2015. This, albeit slight, improvement
shows that progress can still be made.
We shall continue to address the
challenge of a greener economy by
manufacturing products designed
to achieve this goal. Our Usibor®
steel produced at Dudelange helps
lighten the structure of vehicles and
promote lower fuel consumption.
At Differdange, our lighter, stronger
beams used in skyscrapers all over
the world offer a weight saving (and
consequently CO2 reduction) of up
to 40 %. Belval has benefited from
35 million euros investment and
can now supply its customers with
wider, stronger and lighter sheet
piles which also offer CO2 savings.
Bissen manufactures Crapal® vineyard
wire which is 2 to 16 times more
resistant to corrosion than standard
galvanised wire and features reduce
coatings’ thickness. This is what makes
our products ideal for sustainable
infrastructures.
Steel is a high-tech, infinitely
recyclable product, ideally suited to a
circular economy. We are developing
our range of reusable sheet piles based
on these principles. By channelling
back onto the market “second-hand”

sheet pile re-conditioned for optimal
reuse, we can save natural resources
and avoid further CO2 emissions.
Finally, ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg
participated in “The Third Industrial
Revolution” strategic study carried out
by the Luxembourg government, the
Chamber of Commerce and IMS, and
took part in the related discussions,
sharing the group’s experience on
materials that can be recycled and
the circular economy. We are more
strongly committed than ever before
to producing safe, sustainable steel.
We are confident that, with our
products, we have a contribution
to make to the modern world while
respecting the natural and social
environment and our stakeholders.
However, despite this positive
message for Luxembourg steel, the
future of the European and indeed
the Luxembourg steel industry is
uncertain. The market situation
has turned out difficult over recent
months, as a result of unfair business
practices on the part of certain
producer countries such as China.
The Middle Kingdom, facing huge
overcapacity – equivalent to the
cumulative production volumes
of Europe and the NAFTA region
(United States, Canada, Mexico)
– has been flooding the world and
European markets with steel sold at
uncompetitive prices. This commercial
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dumping should be severely
reprimanded, through the swift
implementation of rapid, effective
action by the European Union to
discourage this kind of practice.
Furthermore, China is claiming Market
Economy Status, while it does not
meet the conditions for such benefits.
Only one of the five criteria required
to be considered as market economy
is currently met by the country. All
steel producers have alerted the
European authorities to the risks of
this recognition. It would effectively
negate all anti-dumping measures and
open the door to the massive export
of steel from China to Europe. This
would have disastrous consequences
for European steel which is already
suffering significantly from these
practices as we can see from the
serious difficulties faced by the UK
steel industry over recent months.
Finally, the steel industry supports
European Union climate policy and
welcomes the agreement reached at
the climate conference held in Paris
last December. Nevertheless, the
proposed reform by the European
Union of the emissions trading
system could cost the European
steel industry between 70 and 100
billion euros between 2020 and
2030. This is money which is sorely
needed for research into evermore
environmentally friendly techniques
for producing steel. The additional

Michel Wurth
Chairman
ArcelorMittal Luxembourg

Alex Nick
Vice-president
ArcelorMittal Luxembourg

constraints imposed by this reform,
which do not affect steel producers
anywhere else in the world, will
lead to a distortion of international
competition and make manufacturers
reconsider their industrial presence in
Europe, with adverse effects both for
society and the environment.

steels on the planet. The efforts of the
European steel industry in terms of
the effectiveness of its environmental,
energy and social approaches could
be reduced to ashes if the competent
authorities stand by and do nothing.
The stakes are high – Sustainable
development could be seriously
undermined if the right decisions are
not taken and implemented in time.

Why should we raise such matters
here? Quite simply because these are
threats which affect the future of
European steel, one of the “cleanest”

To find out more about the ArcelorMittal Group in Luxembourg, please visit http://luxembourg.arcelormittal.com
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Overview of the group
G4-3, G4-4, G4-5, G4-6, G4-13, G4-15, G4-16, G4-17, G4-23, G4-56

ArcelorMittal worldwide
ArcelorMittal is the world’s leading steel and mining company, with 209,400 employees across 60 countries and
an industrial footprint in 19 countries. Guided by a philosophy to produce safe, sustainable steel, we are the leading
supplier of top-quality steel in the major global steel markets, including the automotive, construction, household
appliances and packaging markets. We have a world-class research and development department and outstanding
distribution networks.
We count Sustainable development,
quality and leadership among our core
values, which underpin our responsible
approach to the health, safety and
well-being of our employees, our cocontractors and the communities in
which we operate.
Steel is the fabric of life, at the heart
of the modern world, from railways
to cars and washing machines. We are
actively engaged in researching and
producing steel-based technologies
and solutions designed to improve the
energy efficiency of a wide range of
products and components used in our
daily lives.
We are one of the five leading global
producers of iron ore and metallurgical
coal and our mining business is an
essential part of our growth strategy.
With a geographically diversified
portfolio of mining assets, we are in
a position to serve our network of
steelworks and the global market.
ArcelorMittal is at the forefront of
industry efforts to fight against climate
change. Since 2007, ArcelorMittal has
been a member of the FTSE4Good
index which tracks the performance of
companies meeting world-recognised
standards for corporate responsibility .

Since 2015, ArcelorMittal has also
been a participant in the CDP (Carbon
Disclosure Project), an independent,
not-for-profit organisation that invites
companies to measure and disclose
their impact on the environment and
natural resources.

227
47.4

To find out more about the ArcelorMittal Group, please visit http://corporate.arcelormittal.com
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ArcelorMittal’s key financial data for
2015 shows revenue of USD 63.6
billion for a production of 92.5 million
tonnes of crude steel, and production
of our own iron ore of 62.8 million
tonnes.

In USD million, the
amount invested
by the ArcelorMittal
Group in research and
development in 2015.

Is the percentage of
steel produced by
ArcelorMittal facilities
located in Europe in
2015.
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ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg
ArcelorMittal is the leading private-sector employer in the Grand Duchy with 4,244 employees at 31 December
2015. Products manufactured by ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg are highly renowned, exported throughout the
world and widely used in major projects.
agricultural sector, galvanised and soft
wires, and metal fibres. The wiredrawing mill at Bissen, now more than
a hundred years old, manufactures
these products. In September 2015,
ArcelorMittal announced that the
Bettembourg site, which specialises
in producing saw wire for cutting the
silica used in photovoltaic cells, will
come under industrial redeployment
in 2016. Its customer portfolio will be
taken over by a partner specialising in
this particular activity and the building
hosting the production lines will be
acquired by a South Korean company
operating in the automotive market.
The group’s world headquarters in Luxembourg-City
Luxembourg is home to ArcelorMittal’s
world headquarters where the group’s
support functions are located. Out of
the ArcelorMittal’s thirteen facilities
in the country, nine are industrial
sites active in steel production or
processing, spanning three product
segments. The steel from these is
mainly used in the construction,
automotive, general industry and
agricultural markets.

line. Its Grey Mill specialises in rolling
heavy beams (specifically Jumbo
beams) and sheet piles. Differdange
currently produces the heaviest beam
blank and the longest (1,108 mm)
and heaviest beams (1,377 kg/m) in
the world. The rolling mill at Rodange
(Mill A) produces special sections,
specifically rails of different types
including those for travelling cranes
and tram tracks.

The Long Products segment produces
light, medium and special sections,
rails, heavy beams and sheet piles.

The Flat Products segment produces
hot-dip galvanised sheets and electrozinc plate sheets for the construction,
automotive and general industry
markets. The Dudelange site has
two hot-dip galvanising lines, two
electrogalvanising lines and a Steel
Service Centre consisting of two
slitting lines and two cutting lines. It
produces Usibor®, Alusi®, Aluzinc® and
electrogalvanised sheets.

In Luxembourg, Long Products are
mainly based at the Belval site which
is an electric arc furnace plant with
a continuous casting line, and two
rolling mills – the Medium Mill for the
production of medium beams and Mill
2 for the production of sheet piles.
This site is world renowned for its
production of large sheet piles. The
Differdange site also has an electric
steelworks and a continuous casting

Distribution Solutions also works in
the special processing of sheet metal
for industry through Cofralux, as well
as the distribution of steel products to
end customers.
In Luxembourg, ArcelorMittal also has
a centre specialising in the research
and development of heavy long
products.
Among the specialised sites,
Dommeldange is a mechanics
workshop which incorporates
centres of expertise in engineering,
welding, machining and assembly.
The European Logistics Centre
is a central beams store for the
ArcelorMittal distribution network
and also serves as the logistics
centre for deliveries to Luxembourg
plants. Lastly, Sotel delivers power
to the main ArcelorMittal plants in
Luxembourg.

The Distribution Solutions segment
in Luxembourg specialises in the
production of wire for fencing and the

To find out more about the ArcelorMittal Group in Luxembourg, please visit http://luxembourg.arcelormittal.com
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Furthermore, ArcelorMittal Luxembourg
has a partnership with the Luxembourg
Government in Agora. This organisation,
created jointly and in equal shares with the
Luxembourg State in 2000, aims to plan
and create a completely new modern urban
district on former industrial wasteland at
Belval covering an area of some 120 hectares.
This project, already well under way, is a
global benchmark in the redevelopment of
industrial wastelands.

Nine industrial sites:
Rodange, Differdange, Belval, Schifflange,
Dudelange, Bettembourg, Bissen, Dommeldange,
Cofralux
Two administrative sites:
Luxembourg-City, AOB (Esch-sur-Alzette)
One logistics site:
European Logistics Center (AMCLE)
Sotel:
Electricity distribution for industrial sites

Dommeldange

Bissen
Differdange
Cofralux
European logistics
Center

Bettembourg
Rodange
Dudelange

AOB
Belval
Sotel
Administration
Long Products
Flat Products
Distribution Solutions
Specialised sites

ArcelorMittal Belval
© ArcelorMittal

ArcelorMittal Differdange
© ArcelorMittal

ArcelorMittal Rodange
© ArcelorMittal

ArcelorMittal Bissen
© ArcelorMittal
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Luxembourg-City,
headquarters

Schifflange
STFS
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ArcelorMittal Dudelange
© ArcelorMittal

ArcelorMittal AOB
©ArcelorMittal

ArcelorMittal Luxembourg S.A. is a founder member of IMS (Inspiring More
Sustainability), a network that supports organisations in their commitment
to Corporate Social Responsibility by promoting dialogue with their
stakeholders.
Furthermore, with the renewal in 2015, for a further three years of the label
awarded by Luxembourg’s National Institute for Sustainability and Corporate
Responsibility (INDR), ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg has been recognised as a
company that effectively promotes a sustainability culture.
Lastly, the steel produced at our Luxembourg sites has been awarded the
“Made in Luxembourg” label, a trademark registered since 1984 at the
initiative of the Luxembourg Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Chamber of
Commerce and the Chamber of Trades, thereby identifying these products
and services as being from Luxembourg.

694,000

In tonnes, the new annual production record at the
Differdange rolling mill in 2015.

2,126,300

The tonnage of crude steel produced in our Luxembourg
plants in 2015. This figure shows a slight decline due
to the stoppage of Belval Mill 2 for 33 days for the
installation of a new straightener.
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Our stakeholders’ expectations
G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27

Our actions for Sustainable development are meaningless if they do not meet our stakeholders’ expectations. This means
that we must fully understand them by listening closely to what they have to say and remaining attentive to any advice or
criticism they may offer. Practical actions already exist, such as a monitoring group with Government representatives from
the Environment Administration, municipalities adjacent to our plants and NGOs. In the future, we intend to introduce a
system to record our stakeholders expectations by means of a suitably targeted questionnaire.

Stakeholder challenges

Employees and
trade unions
Safety
Health and well-being
Working conditions
Remuneration
Career development
Attracting high potential employees and
developing skills
Work-life balance
Operational excellence
Environment
Employee engagement

Local communities

Government,
Administrations and Public
Authorities

Community engagement processes
Environmental concerns
Social and economic development
Attracting high-potential employees
Donations
Innovation

Competitiveness
Investments
Employee management
Environmental engagement
Social engagement
Climate change
Changes in environmental regulations

Common projects and long-term
cooperation with communities
Communication on the development of our
activities and responses to questions
Strengthening links with communities
Regular meetings and dialogue with
communities

Attendance at conferences
Regular discussions and meetings
Plant visits
Participation in trade missions and official
visits

Maintaining close, trusting relationships
with communities
Supporting local and regional economic
development

Promoting a level playing field in trade
Contributing to growth through taxes,
contributions and product innovation
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Our engagement

Organising internal & external events

Our goals

In-house magazine, intranet and brochures,
posters, TV screens, special offers for
employees, etc.

Ensuring a safe, attractive working
environment
Valuing our employees as they are central to
our company
Promoting social harmony

Team building
Volunteering
Team meetings
Conferences and thematic campaigns
Training and learning
ArcelorMittal Luxembourg S.A. Board of
Directors under shared management with
the directors representing the employees
and unions

Rapport 2015 sur le Développement durable
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Customers

Suppliers

Investors and Partners

Product reliability and quality
Innovative, competitive and sustainable
products
Effective use of resources
Compliance with social and ethical
standards
Competitive prices
Reducing our carbon footprint

Responsible sourcing
Operating performance
Product quality
Business ethics

Results and performance
Competitiveness
Investments
Efficiency
Sustainability
Employee health and safety

Stakeholder challenges

Regular meetings
Dialogue, surveys and questionnaires
Code of Ethics and Human Rights

Transparency of information
Regular meetings and dialogue
Plant visits

Our engagement

Complying with responsible sourcing
requirements
Making the supply chain more reliable
Ensuring the quality of products and
services supplied
Promoting a policy of fair competition and
ensuring fair payment conditions

Aiming for sustainable growth and positive
results
Delivering profit

Our goals

Customer events
Fairs
Links with research institutions and
partnerships for product development
Surveys
Code of Ethics and Human Rights
Plant visits

Creating sustainable products at a fair
price
Ensuring a reliable value chain
Strengthening long-term relationships
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Our challenges for Sustainable
development
G4-19, G4-20, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27

The group’s new approach is based on the 10 outcomes which matter to our stakeholders. Obviously, we cannot tackle all
these 10 outcomes simultaneously. The best way forward is to set ourselves a number of priorities.
One of the first decisions taken by the Sustainable development Committee was to identify, collectively, what it
considered to be the three key outcomes that we should prioritise without, nevertheless, neglecting any other outcomes.

Outcome 1: Safe, healthy, quality working lives for our
people
Not only is health and safety a top group priority, it is of prime importance
to ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg. There has been a regular improvement in
the lost-time injury frequency rate (*), which reflects the success of our
actions at each site and a growing awareness from of our employees and
contractors. Nevertheless, progress remains to be made. With a frequency
rate of 1.07 injuries per million hours worked, our facilities in Luxembourg
lag behind group performance that stood at 0.81 in 2015. Zero Accident is
both possible and achievable through the improvement programmes which
have been drawn up for each site, including the Belval Maturity project and
on-going awareness-raising work among our teams on the shop floor which
should lead to behavioural change, especially with the introduction of the
shared vigilance principle.

Outcome 3: Products that create sustainable infrastructure
One of the major strengths of our activities in Luxembourg is the cuttingedge products produced by our plants. Our steels are highly sought after
by customers worldwide for their quality and properties and play their
part in building a more environmentally-friendly world. Differdange’s
lighter, stronger beams are used in buildings for a greater environmental
performance. Belval’s wider, lighter sheet piles are resource efficient and
contribute to a circular economy. Dudelange’s Usibor® steels reduce CO2
emissions by 13.5 % during the lifetime of a vehicle manufactured with
this particular high-end steel. These competitive advantages ensure the
sustainability of our steel business in Luxembourg and bear witness to our
commitment to achieving a developed world which lives in harmony with
the environment.

(*) Calculation of the frequency rate:
Fr =

14

Lost-time injuries + fatalities
Million hours worked

Outcome 4: Efficient use
of resources and high
recycling rates
Our sites are deeply rooted
in the Luxembourg landscape
and should set an example
in the efficient use of those
natural resources they require
to operate. The move from
integrated route to electric
arc furnaces at the end of the
1990s represented a major
turning point: 100 % is now
produced from recycled steel.
In Belval, this shift enabled
reductions of 97 % in dust
emissions, 95 % in waste, 50 %
in water consumption and 55 %
in energy consumption.
Luxembourg now has strict
environmental constraints,
on occasion more demanding
than European standards.
ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg
must therefore display extra
vigilance if it wants to reach the
required performance levels.
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Our performance in 2015
G4-10, G4-11, G4-EC1, G4-EC9, G4-EN1, G4-EN2, G4-EN5, G4-EN8, G4-EN15, G4-EN16, G4-EN17, G4-EN21, G4-EN22, G4-EN23,
G4-EN29, G4-EN32, G4-LA3, G4-LA6, G4-LA10, G4-LA12, G4-HR2, G4-HR10, G4-SO4, G4-SO9

We monitor our performance using key indicators and have tracked their progress for several years now. While most of these
indicators have already featured in previous Sustainable development reports, we are always keen to further refine our approach
and its scope to offer a more realistic picture. This is why 25 new indicators have been included for the first time in 2015,
including tonnage of recycled scrap metal, detailed water consumption and CO2 gas emissions fixed under the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol.

OutKey indicators
comes
Lost-time injury
frequency rate

Definition
Number of injuries resulting
in lost time of more than one
day, suffered by our own
staff, our sub-contractors and
our temporary staff during a
12-month period, per million
hours worked.

Number of fatalities

Safe, healthy, quality working lives for our people

Number of OHSAS
18001 certified sites

GRI

2014

2015

Management comments
To strengthen our social responsibility
approach, we have included our subcontractors, our temporary staff and
administrative sites in calculating this
rate. On the basis of this new form of
calculation in 2014, the rate stands
at 1.14.

G4-LA6

1.36

1.07

G4-LA6

0

0

8 of 10

8 of 10

Our Sotel and Cofralux sites are not
certified.

4,244

4,244

We have chosen to calculate our staff by
headcount (HC) which better represents
ArcelorMittal’s impact in Luxembourg,
where employees are considered to be
individuals and not full-time equivalents
(FTEs). In 2014, there were 4,329 HCs
and in 2015, 4,199 FTEs. In 2015, the
decrease in staffing levels can partly be
explained by the exit of Circuit Foil and
by employees taking early retirement
and being mainly replaced by internal
transfers, mostly from the redeployment
cell.

OHSAS 18001 sets out the
organisational requirements for
a health-and-safety-at-work
management system. This
approach, based on continuous
improvement, increases
efficiency and reduces risks
and accidents.

Number of
employees

Number of employees
at 31 December 2015.

Total training hours

Total training hours for our
employees, temporary
employees and subcontractors.

131,000

128,729

Number of young
people welcomed
by our Luxembourg
entities

Number of apprentices,
interns and international work
experience volunteers.

127

176

334

350

G4-10

Priority was given to specialist training
courses.

Number of training
courses offered to all
employees

G4-LA10

Percentage of all
employees covered
by a collective
agreement

G4-11

80.22 %

79.11 %

Total number of
employees who have
taken parental leave,
by gender

G4-LA3

33 have taken parental leave:
- 12 men, 21 women
- 20 full-time (7M, 13W)
and 13 part-time (5M, 8W)

37 have taken parental leave:
- 10 men, 27 women
- 26 full-time (8M, 18W)
and 11 part-time (5M, 9W)

Number of employees
who have left the
company in the year
following their return
to work after parental
leave, by gender.

G4-LA3

3 (2 women,
1 man)

1 woman

0

0

Percentage of
working day lost due
to social disputes
Total number of
employees by
Number of employees
employment contract at 31 December 2015.
and by gender

G4-10

Fixed-term
contract
Permanent
contract

Total
Full-time
Part-time
Total

Female

Male

Total

12

56

68

501

3,760

513
418
95
513

3,816
3,768
48
3,816

4,261

Fixed-term
contract
Permanent
contract

4,329
4,186
143
4,329

Total
Full-time
Part-time
Total

Total

Female

Male

9

69

78

510

3,656

4,166

519
426
93
519

3,725
3,680
45
3,725

4,244
4,106
138
4,244
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OutKey indicators
comes

Trusted user of air, land and water

Efficient use of resources and high recycling rates

Products that accelerate more sustainable
lifestyles &
Products that create sustainable infrastructure

Safe, healthy, quality working lives for our people

Total number of
employees by
employment status
and by gender

16

Definition
Number of employees
at 31 December 2015.

GRI

2014
Employee

G4-10

Worker
Total

2015

Female

Male

Total

506

1,543

2,049

Employee

7

2,273

2,280

Worker

513

3,816

4,329

Total

Management comments

Female

Male

Total

513

1,515

2,028

6

2,210

2,216

519

3,725

4,244

The “employee” category covers
employees and exempts.

Total number of
employees in the
following diversity
categories:
Gender

Number of employees
at 31 December 2015.

Age

Number of employees
at 31 December 2015.

G4-LA12 Women: 513
G4-10
Men: 3,816
Female

Male

Total

<30

27

196

223

years old

30/50

357

2,207

years old

>50

129

Total

513

years old

G4-LA12

Women: 519
Men: 3,725

Nationalities

Research &
Development
expenditure

Number and percentage
of employees at
31 December 2015.

G4-LA12

Male

41

241

282

2,564

30/50

years old

361

2,224

2,585

1,413

1,542

>50

years old

117

1,260

1,377

3,816

4,329
%
48
26
11
4
2
2
1
1

Total

519

3,725

4,244
%
50
24
11
4
2
2
1
1

Tonnes of materials
used in the
production process
(scrap, used tyres,
lime, etc.)

2,096
1,131
462
159
105
89
41
39
207

5

4,329

100

years old

Employees

French
Luxembourg
Belgian
Portuguese
Italian
German
Indian
Spanish
47 other
nationalities
Total

2,132
1,023
446
154
102
91
43
38
215

5

4,244

100

3,619

3,227

G4-EN1

2,625,913

2,594,935

Amount in k€

Percentage of byproducts recovered
per tonne of waste
generated

Quantity of by-products
(operating waste) such as
black slag, calamine, etc. from
steel production, returned to a
recovery process rather than a
disposal process.

G4-EN23

87.6 %

89.1 %

Percentage of
recycled materials
in the production of
crude steel casting

Quantity of scrap and used
tyres returned to all that is
put in the furnace during
steel production (e.g. coal,
anthracite, ferroalloys, lime).

G4-EN2

94.8 %

95 %

G4-EN2

2,487,500

2,461,552

3,233,751

3,200,018

Tonnes of recycled
scrap
Tonnes of CO2
avoided due to using
scrap in comparison
with an integrated
route (blast furnaces)

Total

Female
<30

Employees

French
Luxembourg
Belgian
Portuguese
Italian
German
Indian
Spanish
47 other
nationalities
Total

Proportion of women has increased
slightly.

Dust emissions

Grammes per tonne of crude
steel (tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

G4-EN21

7.8 (g/tCS)

10.8 (g/tCS)

Water withdrawal by
tonne of crude steel

Cubic meter per tonne of
crude steel (tCS: tonne Crude
Steel)

G4-EN8

0.63 (m³/tCS)

0.62 (m3/tCS)

This R&D investment shows
ArcelorMittal’s commitment to the
development of its long products,
particularly construction and
infrastructure steels produced in
Luxembourg plants. The level of R&D
expenditure remained stable, and the
slight decrease in 2015 is merely a
fluctuation in the complete purchase
cycle for the research activity carried
out with our academic partners and
not a reflection of structural trends.

Recycled scrap accounts for the bulk of
recycled materials.

The measurements are taken at given
moments in time and therefore results
may vary depending on production
conditions. Emissions remain well
below local environmental limits which
are stricter than European legislation
currently in force.We shall continue to
strive to reduce our emissions. Since
we moved from an integrated route to
an electric arc furnace route, we have
improved our dust removal efficiency by
more than 97 %.
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OutKey indicators
comes

Trusted user of air, land and water

GRI

2014

2015

Water withdrawal
by source: Surface
water

G4-EN8

0.09 (m3/tCS)

0.10 (m3/tCS)

Water withdrawal by
source: Piped water

G4-EN8

0.30 (m3/tCS)

0.29 (m3/tCS)

Water withdrawal by
source: Ground water

G4-EN8

0.24 (m3/tCS)

0.23 (m3/tCS)

NOx emissions

SOx emissions

Grammes per tonne of crude
G4-EN21
steel (tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

Grammes per tonne of crude
G4-EN21
steel (tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

340 (g/tCS)

130 (g/tCS)

Management comments

72 (g/tCS)

The measurements are taken at given
moments in time and therefore results
may vary depending on production
conditions. NOx emissions primarily result
from reheating furnaces. They have been
reducing continuously for three years, a
clear sign of improvements in the reheating
process.

388 (g/tCS)

The measurements are taken at given
moments in time and therefore results may
vary depending on production conditions.
SOx emissions mainly arise from using coal
in the electrical arc furnace. The quality
of coal may also vary. Consequently,
emissions are a combination both of the
quality and of the consumption of these
products.

G4-EN22

0.34 (m3/tCS)

0.51 (m3/tCS)

The increase in water discharge in 2015
was due to climate conditions. Our water
supply system primarily works as a closed
circuit. The increase in rainfall required us
to use an overflow to handle our water
supply levels as the quality of the water
at the discharge point remained our top
priority.

% waste disposed of
in landfills

G4-EN23

12 %

11 %

Our main industrial waste is carbide slag.
We are currently investigating potential
recycling methods to help us recover it.

Amount of fines
received and number
of non-monetary
fines for noncompiance with
environmental
legislation and
regulations

G4-EN29

0

0

G4-EN5

9.1 (GJ/tCS)

9.3 (GJ/tCS)

Water discharge

Gjs consumed

Responsible energy user that helps create a lower carbon future

Definition

Cubic meter per tonne of
crude steel (tCS: tonne Crude
Steel)

Gigajoules per tonne of crude steel
(tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

CO2 emissions per
ton of crude steel
casting

Kilogram per tonne of crude steel
(tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

CO2 emissions:
scope 1 (set by the
Greenhouse Gas
Protocol)

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, namely the CO2 directly
emitted by the furnaces

CO2 emissions:
scope 2 (set by the
Greenhouse Gas
Protocol)

The total increase in CO2 emissions
comes from the increase in indirect
CO2 emissions from our electricity
consumption per tonne of crude steel
casting which is also increasing. Electricity
is generated by external suppliers. The
emission factor has remained constant.

323 (kg CO2/tCS)

325 (kg CO2/tCS)

G4-EN15

202 (kg CO2/tCS)

202 (kg CO2/tCS)

Energy indirect greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions namely the CO2
emitted to generate the energy
consumed: electricity and heat
(hot water, steam)

G4-EN16

78 (kg CO2/tCS)

80 (kg CO2/tCS)

CO2 emissions:
scope 3 (set by the
Greenhouse Gas
Protocol)

Other indirect greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions due to our
activities: CO2 emissions from
products used in our workshops
such as quicklime and industrial
gases (oxygen, nitrogen)

G4-EN17

43 (kg CO2/tCS)

43 (kg CO2/tCS)

ISO 14001 certified
facilities

The ISO 14001 standard covers
environmental management.
It is based on the principle of
continuous improvement in
environmental performance by
controlling the impact associated
with company activities.

7 of 10

7 of 10

Our European Logistics Centre, Cofralux
and Sotel sites are not certified.

ISO 50001 certified
facilities

The ISO 50001 standard covers
energy management.

2 of 10

3 of 10

Our Belval, Differdange and Rodange sites
are certified.
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Supply chains that our customers trust

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

Energy (Mio €)

G4-EC9

Sourcing via local
suppliers

Transport & Logistics (Mio €)

Number of suppliers
assessed for their
impact on the
environment, society
and compliance with
Human Rights
ArcelorMittal
Luxembourg
donations

Amount in k€

2015

Electricity: 80,790,000
Germany: 8 %
Belgium: 18 %
France: 74 %

Electricity: 78,180,000
Germany: 8 %
Belgium: 18 %
France: 74 %

Gaz: 43,980,000
Germany: 51 %
Belgium: 49 %
France: 0 %

Gaz: 38,380,000
Germany: 0 %
Belgium: 100 %
France: 0 %

Total: 124,770,000
Germany: 23 %
Belgium: 29 %
France: 48 %

Total: 116,560,000
Germany: 5 %
Belgium: 45 %
France: 50 %

Total: 152,909,784
Luxembourg: 63.7 %
Belgium: 23 %
Germany: 3.9 %
Austria: 3.5 %
France: 2.2 %
Others: 3.7 %

Total: 130,623,088
Luxembourg: 54.8 %
Belgium: 27.6 %
Germany: 5.9 %
Austria: 3 %
France: 2.8 %
Others: 5.9 %

G4-EN32
G4-SO9
G4-SO10
G4-HR11
G4- HR10
GA-LA15

na

116

G4-EC1

260

280

G4-EC1

7

10

Amount invested
in STEM (science,
technology,
engineering,
mathematics)
projects

Amount in k€

G4-EC1

165

175

ArcelorMittal’s
economic
contribution to
Luxembourg

Payroll (pay and employer
contributions) allocated to
ArcelorMittal employees in
Luxembourg, and expenditure
to our suppliers and subcontractors in Luxembourg for
their services.

G4-EC1

527,618,360

538,617,449

Number of
complaints received
by the Internal Audit
service

These complaints relate to
internal shortcomings identified
by employees anxious to uphold
ArcelorMittal’s reputation for
honesty and integrity.

2

2

Percentage of
employees trained in
the Code of Ethics*

The ArcelorMittal Code of Ethics
provides a set of guidelines to
be followed by all employees
when conducting their
G4-HR2
business. The aim is to uphold
G4-SO4
ArcelorMittal’s reputation for
honesty and integrity in its
management practices as well
as in all business transactions.

Percentage of
employees trained in
Human Rights*

ArcelorMittal has published a
comprehensive policy on Human
Rights, in order to coordinate
the group’s efforts as a whole,
focusing on the priority areas
identified.

Ensuring transparent governance

Pipeline of talented
scientists and engineers
for tomorrow

Projects sponsored
by ArcelorMittal
Luxembourg

G4-EC9

2014

Our contribution to
society measured,
shared and valued

Active and welcomed
member of the community

GRI

G4-HR2
G4-SO4

91.7 %

91.6 %

Management comments

Gas is supplied exclusively from Belgium for external
reasons. The Fluxys Belgium and Creos Luxembourg gas
transmission operators announced a merger between the
Luxembourg and Belgium gas markets in October 2015.
These data correspond to the Belval, Differdange, Rodange,
Dommeldange, Dudelange, Bissen, Bettembourg, European
Logistics Centre and Cofralux sites.

These data correspond to the Belval, Differdange and
Rodange sites.

All our suppliers have ratified the ArcelorMittal Code for
Responsible Sourcing. We also have a database for our
suppliers which provides further environmental, economic
and social information. 116 suppliers have been further
assessed using a new analysis tool introduced in 2015.

The two complaints received in 2015 were analysed and
evaluated as groundless.

69.4 %

Code of Ethics training is compulsory and valid for a period of
three years. After this time, all the employees must renew their
training certificate. To have all the certificate up to date, we
have to anticipate employee turnover, re-validation restrictions
for training and long-term abscences. To achieve it, a new
training reporting system has been developed in 2015 to
improve the tracking of the training completed online or in
classes. This key period explains the gap between the 2014
and the 2015 results.

69.1 %

Human Rights training is compulsory and valid for a period of
three years. After this time, all the employees must renew their
training certificate. To have all the certificate up to date, we
have to anticipate employee turnover, re-validation restrictions
for training and long-term abscences. To achieve it, a new
training reporting system has been developed in 2015 to
improve the tracking of the training completed online or in
classes. This key period explains the gap between the 2014
and the 2015 results.

*The figures are based on the compilation of results for each of the following industrial sites: Belval, Differdange, Dudelange, Rodange, Dommeldange and AMCLE. Figures for other sites are not processed
separately but are included in the reports relating to the group and segments.
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Safe, healthy, quality working lives
for our people
G4-10, G4-11, G4-DMA (Employment, Occupational Health and Safety, Training), G4-LA3, G4-LA6, G4-LA10, G4-LA12

1

Safety
Our stakeholders’ expectations
Our goal is to provide our employees
and sub-contractors with secure
working environment. Their safety is
our number one priority. The principle
of Zero Accident is embedded in our
corporate culture and guides our

teams and management in their daily
activities.

The activities undertaken in these large
infrastructures imply a lot of safety issues.

ArcelorMittal’s sites in Luxembourg are
mainly industrial sites and represent
complex environments.

ArcelorMittal has set itself the
ambitious target of being the world’s
safest steel and mining company.

Our actions in 2015

Safe, healthy, quality working lives
for our people

OutKey indicators
comes
Lost-time injury
frequency rate

Number of fatal
accidents

Definition
Number of injuries resulting
in lost time of more than one
day, suffered by our own
staff, our sub-contractors and
our temporary staff during a
12-month period, per million
hours worked.

GRI

2014

2015

G4-LA6

1.36

1.07

G4-LA6

0

0

Management comments
To strengthen our social responsibility
approach, we have included our subcontractors, our temporary staff and
administrative sites in calculating this
rate. On the basis of this new form of
calculation in 2014, the rate stands
at 1.14.
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OutKey indicators
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Definition

Safe, healthy, quality
working lives for our
people

ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg

OHSAS 18001 sets out the
organisational requirements for
a health-and-safety-at-work
management system. This
approach, based on continuous
improvement, increases
efficiency and reduces risks
and accidents.

Number of OHSAS
18001 certified sites

ArcelorMittal’s Continuous
Improvement Challenge
promotes the sharing of
knowledge and experience,
and also the development of
better working practices and
team work. The tool seeks to
boost progress and operational
excellence in four areas: health

GRI

2014

2015

Management comments

8 of 10

8 of 10

Our Sotel and Cofralux sites are not
certified.

and safety, growth in turnover,
improvement in variable
costs, and improvement in
productivity. Among the 33
projects in 2015, our Belval and
Differdange sites, in partnership
with our Esch-sur-Alzette R&D
(Research & Development)
centre, focused on safety.

Differdange: real-time heat
control to prevent the breakout
of liquid metal from a ladle in the
ladle furnace

Partnership between the Esch-sur-Alzette R&D
centre and the Belval plant: a system to detect
water leaks to avoid any risk of explosion at the
steelworks
Very high temperatures in the
electric furnace require reliable
subsequent cooling of the
container for the liquid steel.
Such cooling is provided by
water flowing through a closed
circuit.
Nonetheless, although the liquid
steel and the cooling water are
complementary in this process,
they can cause explosions if
they come into direct contact.
This kind of contact tends to
occur when there is a water
leak. When this occurs, it is
crucial to identify the leak as
soon as possible for the safety
of both people and facilities.
At the request of the Belval
steelworks, the Esch-surAlzette Research Centre
developed a technical solution
which can detect, within one
minute, a 3 m³/h leak out
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of a total flow of 900 m³/h,
meaning a variation of 0.3 %
of the flow over one minute.
No tool of this precision and
responsiveness is currently
available on the market.
The aim of this project is
first to reduce the primary
risk of explosion and ensure
an even safer workplace for
operators. At the same time,
speedier detection of leaks
will reduce production down
time and damage to refractory
materials. There are plans for
the prototype to be installed in
other group electric furnaces,
including those in Juiz de Fora
in Brazil and Hamilton in Canada.

According to risk analyses at the Differdange
steelworks’ ladle furnace, the breakout of
liquid metal from a ladle during production is
a particularly high-risk situation. To ensure
the highest possible level of protection,
a multi-disciplinary group was formed to
prevent the occurrence of such incidents.
The group comprises six specialists (process,
continuous improvement, automation,
safety) and was tasked with optimising
monitoring of ladle wear and limiting the risk
of breakouts by using a thermal-imaging
camera and measurement software to
display the two sensitive areas of a ladle
when processing steel at the facility.
After a year’s work on the project, the
new system has proven its efficiency and
is currently being deployed at our Belval
site. Several anomalies were identified early
enough to allow teams on the shop floor to
react and empty the contents of the worn
ladle into a new ladle.
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Dudelange site: emergency
descent from a crane as part of
a training course in evacuation
equipment installed in crane cabs.
Every year, our Health & Safety
Day symbolises the priority
that we accord to safety within
ArcelorMittal.

Health & Safety – on the way to maturity:
The maturity project, a multidisciplinary project to bring long-lasting
improvement to performance in health
and safety was launched at the Belval
site in late 2013 and made considerable
strides in 2015. Efforts focused
on developing a genuine “Maturity
Culture”, to make health and safety
real values that all our workers want to
reach. Once this culture is embedded,
we will really be in a position to make
Zero Accident a reality.
Further to this long-term approach
involving all stakeholders, we plan
to launch several activities in 2016,
including a campaign focusing on
the seven ingredients of success of
this Maturity Culture, a “Take Care”
training course focusing on health and
safety golden rules, risk perception
and personal engagement, and the
development of the “No Touch”
programme aimed at making load
handling safer.

The maturity project is making waves!
4%

Actions
cancelled

6%

Actions to
be launched

14 %

Actions
pending

3%

Actions
delayed

63 %
10 %

Actions
completed

Actions
in progress

“Our approach is built on the involvement, knowledge and
experience of our employees on the shopfloor, to whom we
frequently provide a forum for discussion. The importance
we give to listening and dialogue allows all our employees to
take ownership of the actions we implement as well as our
Maturity Culture values.”
Karine Mucciante,
Occupational Physician (ArcelorMittal Occupational Health department)
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Risk perception: “Power of the present moment” pilot project
Analysis of the different accidents
that have occurred on the Belval
site in recent years has shown that
inattentiveness was the cause in more
than 40% of cases. In the light of this,
staff representatives suggested that
we include this topic in the maturity
project and think of ways to reduce
this risk. A working group comprising
representatives of staff, occupational
safety and health was set up to
develop a strategy for retaining a
mindful awareness of all risk present
at strategic moments at work.
To raise people awareness of this
notion of the “present moment”, a
cartoon strip was produced by a staff

representative showing two safety
helmets as characters:“Bel” and “Val”!
The first step was to raise awareness.
The cartoon strip illustrating the
subject of mindfulness of the
present moment was distributed at
the beginning of the week by the
foreman of the participating division
to five employees on the shop floor.
Once they had read the cartoon, they
thought about what it meant for
them. At the end of the week, the
staff representatives met with them
and delivered a very short training
course in the shape of a “safety
minute” designed to raise employee
awareness of the issue: forging a
link between routine activities and

a failure to perceive risk; asking
participants to think of their own
examples, etc. The aim was to reach
all teams in this particular division.
The second step will seek to
implement and forge “good” habits.
This will take place in interactive
working group meetings lasting 30 to
60 minutes. Their goal is to identify
work stages where automatic reflexes
are likely to occur, target potential
risks during these work stages and
look for practical ways of drawing
attention to the risks. This stage will
be run by the occupational physicians,
the psychologist, the safety
representatives and the safety officer.

Health and well-being
Our stakeholders’
expectations
The health and well-being of our
employees and sub-contractors, are,
along with safety, a priority for the
group. Our employees all spend a
considerable amount of time in their
working environment, and it is essential
that everyone feels good. Our company
also aims at strengthening our
employees’ sense of belonging to keep
them united and proactive.
Healthy cooking workshop in the headquarters in Luxembourg-City.
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Our actions in 2015
Boosting our emergency response:
“First Person on Scene” training course
Despite our efforts to achieve Zero
Accident, we may never stay away
from a medical emergency. All our
sites have highly effective medical
teams and large numbers of first
aiders. Nevertheless, the speed and
effectiveness of an intervention always
depend on the reactions of the first
person to reach the sick or injured
person. In such situations, every second
counts, and we can all be easily thrown
off track by a host of questions: What
should I do? Where can I find a first
aider? Who should I call?

This is why the Occupational Health
department launched a new training
course in 2015 called “First Person
on Scene” which is aimed at our
employees and our sub-contractors.
It is an interactive course that seeks
to provide information about help
provided, avoid any secondary
accidents, ensure a first aider attends
without delay, make a efficient
emergency call, know what to tell
the medical teams about the sick or
injured person.

My bargains: strengthening feelings of belonging and
participation in a dynamic local economy
My Bargains is a platform gathering
the different benefits available
to ArcelorMittal employees in
Luxembourg. Culture, well-being,
health, services, transport and travel,
My Bargains offers the employee

community a real sharing tool. It
also helps ArcelorMittal to become
further embedded in Luxembourg,
by encouraging its employees to
participate in the local economy.

Training and personal development
Our stakeholders’ expectations
Commitment, recognition and career
development perspectives are essential
to employees and key to the success
of any company. Our employees and
young talents expect that, in a group
like ours, they will be able to build
a career that is rich in projects and
opportunities where they can forge a

career path and make fruitful contacts.
We at ArcelorMittal, provide our
employees with every opportunity to
thrive within a global company. We
believe that success is due less to the
organisation itself than to the people
within it. Our belief is that we must

support and promote every employee’s
development, encouraging the skills
and expertise of the people who
work with us at every level. Lastly, we
endeavour to nurture diversity within
our teams and build a high level of
social dialogue with our employees.

Nos actions en 2015

Safe, healthy, quality working
lives for our people

OutKey indicators
comes

Number of
employees

Definition

Number of employees
at 31 December 2015.

GRI

G4-10

2014

4,244

2015

Management comments

4,244

We have chosen to calculate our staff by
headcount (HC) which better represents
ArcelorMittal’s impact in Luxembourg,
where employees are considered to be
individuals and not full-time equivalents
(FTEs). In 2014, there were 4,329 HCs
and in 2015, 4,199 FTEs. In 2015,
the drop in staffing levels can partly be
explained by the exit of Circuit Foil and
by employees taking early retirement
and being mainly replaced by internal
transfers, mostly from the redeployment
cell.
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Safe, healthy, quality working lives for our people

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

GRI

2014

2015

Management comments
Priority was given to specialist training
courses.

Total training hours

Total training hours for our
employees, temporary
employees and subcontractors.

131,000

128,729

Number of young
people welcomed
by our Luxembourg
entities

Number of apprentices,
interns and international work
experience volunteers.

127

176

334

350

Number of training
courses offered to all
employees

G4-LA10

Percentage of all
employees covered
by a collective
agreement

G4-11

80.22 %

79.11 %

Total number of
employees who have
taken parental leave,
by gender

G4-LA3

33 have taken parental leave:
- 12 men, 21 women
- 20 full-time (7M, 13W)
and 13 part-time (5M, 8W)

37 have taken parental leave:
- 10 men, 27 women
- 26 full-time (8M, 18W)
and 11 part-time (5M, 9W)

Number of employees
who have left the
company in the year
following their return
to work after parental
leave, by gender.

G4-LA3

3 (2 women,
1 man)

1 woman

Percentage of
working day lost due
to social disputes

0

Total number of
employees by
Number of employees
employment contract at 31 December 2015.
and by gender

G4-10

Total number of
employees by
employment status
and by gender

G4-10

Number of employees
at 31 December 2015.

0

Female

Male

Total

12

56

68

501

3,760

4,261

Total
Full-time
Part-time
Total

513
418
95
513
Female

3,816
3,768
48
3,816
Male

4,329
4,186
143
4,329
Total

Employee

506

1,543

7

2,273

513

3,816

Fixed-term
contract
Permanent
contract

Worker
Total

Total

Female

Male

9

69

78

510

3,656

4,166

Total
Full-time
Part-time
Total

519
426
93
519
Female

3,725
3,680
45
3,725
Male

4,244
4,106
138
4,244
Total

2,049

Employee

513

1,515

2,028

2,280

Worker

6

2,210

2,216

4,329

Total

519

3,725

4,244

Male

Total

Fixed-term
contract
Permanent
contract

The “employee” category covers
employees and exempts.

Total number of
employees in the
following diversity
categories:
Gender

G4-LA12 Women: 513
G4-10
Men: 3,816

Number of employees
at 31 December 2015.

Female

Age

G4-LA12

Male

Number and percentage
of employees at
31 December 2015.

G4-LA12

Female

Proportion of women has increased
slightly.

27

196

223

<30

41

241

282

years old

30/50

357

2,207

2,564

30/50

years old

361

2,224

2,585

years old

>50

129

1,413

1,542

>50

years old

117

1,260

1,377

Total

513

3,816

4,329
%
48
26
11
4
2
2
1
1

Total

519

3,725

4,244
%
50
24
11
4
2
2
1
1

Employees

Nationalities

Total

<30

years old

Number of employees
at 31 December 2015.

Women: 519
Men: 3,725

French
Luxembourg
Belgian
Portuguese
Italian
German
Indian
Spanish
47 other
nationalities
Total

2,096
1,131
462
159
105
89
41
39
207

5

4,329

100

years old

Employees

French
Luxembourg
Belgian
Portuguese
Italian
German
Indian
Spanish
47 other
nationalities
Total

2,132
1,023
446
154
102
91
43
38
215

5

4,244

100

Meeting our business challenges and developing our employees
Our Training offer continues to focus on
three areas:
• Health & Safety training;
• Technical training;
• Management training.
New courses were introduced in 2015
to meet already identified needs and
prepare for developing the skills of the
future.
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In line with a continuous improvement
approach, the Training Department
issued a satisfaction survey to its
internal customers in September
2015. Some 241 people received
questionnaires (trainees, service and
division managers, training officers,
etc.) individually and/or in their role as
managers of teams and business lines.
A survey response rate of 84% was
recorded over a three-week period.

Participants were asked for their
opinions on the following topics:
• their knowledge of the training
department and its offer (contacts,
solutions offered, information about
topics and dates of sessions, access
to information, etc.);
• their own assessment of their
personal or group experience of
the training course (response time,
quality of research of training
solutions, quality of follow-up, etc.);
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• their knowledge of the follow-up and documentation of
certain training options;
• their personal assessment of the communication
procedures used by the Training Department;
• their perception and interest in training, generally speaking.
84 % of participants considered that training at ArcelorMittal
met their professional needs and personal expectations. 76
% of those surveyed could identify suitable contacts for their
needs, 60 % considered themselves well informed about
dates, topics and sessions.
83 % have already used the training service, including 71 %
for group training courses:
- 70 % found the quality of the solution offered and the
support provided to be very satisfactory or satisfactory;
- 60 % found the quality of the follow-up after training to be
very satisfactory or satisfactory.
In light of these results, in 2016 we shall focus on targeting
communication procedures more closely in terms of internal
customers (shop floor / administrative), creating a wider
range of solutions, offering advice and developing customised
solutions.

Valuing diversity and inclusion – a real
business challenge
Diversity and inclusion – of gender, nationality, culture –
bring new ideas, perspectives and experiences.

Creating a cosmopolitan corporate culture:
As a multi-cultural company with more than 50
nationalities among our employees in Luxembourg, we
have a duty to understand and respect all our cultures.
Throughout 2015, every edition of our in-house magazine
celebrated this cultural diversity through country portraits
submitted by employees. A “Melting pot” campaign
allowed all our employees to share or discover traditions
from the countries of origin, near and far, of our different
colleagues.

55

different
nationalities
among our
employees in
Luxembourg.

Lego® Serious Play: learn while playing
Faced with increasing competition from video games in
the 1990s, Lego came up with a creative way to boost
its capacity for innovation and performance.
The method draws on research into neuroscience and is
based on the power of the hand/brain connection to help
us think better, exchange ideas, deal with complex issues
and take decisions within a group. The Lego® Serious
Play approach uses bricks to simulate real situations
and allows trainees to work in a three-dimensional
environment which is more natural for our brains. It
also facilitates expression and unleashes creativity
and understanding between group members. “You can
discover more about a person in an hour of play than in
a year of conversation” as Plato once said 2,400 years
ago. Indeed, we are much more sensitive to anything we
have built with our own hands. Team members who have
built a model together are therefore more committed to
its outcomes.
This method has been adopted by our Differdange
site and introduced to 133 employees by a specialist
consultant. Four-hour sessions have been designed
specifically for the needs of ArcelorMittal around the
theme of safety to allow participants to re-examine
the basics, role-play real situations and engage in free
discussion. For a few short hours, Lego® bricks replace
handling beams, driving cranes or using computers.
This innovative experience shows management
engagement in raising the safety awareness among the
different services and functions (production, loading,
shipping, finishing and pre-assembly). Everyone can
contribute their own ideas and personal approach to
safety. Large numbers of proposals for improvements
have emerged and are either being studied or
implemented.
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“Valuing Differences”:
Our career development programmes for women
continued this year with our Women in Leadership
and Women Emerging in Leadership courses.

Welcoming newcomers from a variety
of cultures:
Because everybody uses new technologies and
smartphones, in 2015 we developed an application
designed to welcome newcomers.

In 2015, ArcelorMittal University organised a pilot
session as part of its new “Valuing Differences”
programme to promote not just equality but also diversity.
This workshop sought to make participants aware of the
effect of unacknowledged prejudice, particularly in customer
relationships. Everyone had the opportunity to gauge the
extent to which unconscious bias like these can influence
their own management and leadership by examining research in
neuroscience. They also received tips and practical advice on how
to question their ways of thinking and acting in their daily work. We
shall continue to expand our diversity training offer in 2016.

This application, which selected applicants can
use even before they join their new position,
provides information about our company’s
strategy, priorities, activities, products and
markets. This “Welcome app” is customised
to suit the country where the newcomer
will take up the position. The application
is currently being piloted in Luxembourg,
and will shortly be available in a variety
of languages and deployed to all areas
where ArcelorMittal operates.

“The steel industry is still a very male world, as some
functions require particular physical attributes. Nonetheless,
all ArcelorMittal employees enjoy equality of opportunity.
The company values and develops the careers of its
employees depending on individual assets. One of its
strengths is the great diversity that exists within its ranks
and the company seeks to nurture this.”
Jana Meisser, manager of the Differdange steelworks during the “Women and
Men in Leadership: Acknowledging Differences” round table held to celebrate
International Women’s Day.

Social dialogue: renewal of mandates for the European Works Council (EWC)
The statutory plenary Assembly of the
European Works Council which met at
group headquarters in Luxembourg,
in December 2015, was preceded by
a plenary Assembly inaugurating the
new EWC for 2015-2019, following
the signature of an amendment to the
agreement on the EWC in October
2015.
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Discussions took place during the first six
months of 2015 on the number of seats,
the composition of the EWC and the
select Committee and the allocation of
seats to countries based on staffing levels
at 31 December 2014, in accordance
with the agreement on the EWC.
The new EWC has 41+1 full members
and 41+1 alternate members, and

the new select Committee has
16+1 members, with an additional
four rotating seats. This rotating
system was introduced to provide
wider representation on the select
Committee. For this purpose, special
status was also granted to Italy, which
was allocated a seat for a limited period
of time (that explains the +1).
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Products that accelerate more
sustainable lifestyles

2

Our stakeholders’ expectations
One of our responses to the need for
Sustainable development is to offer
people throughout the world products
that support more environmentally
friendly lifestyles.

That is why we produce steels
which are both lighter and more
resistant, consume fewer resources in
production, enable savings of weight,
and consequently carbon emissions,

in the products or projects in which
they are used – buildings, automotive,
infrastructures – and which can be
reused.

Our actions in 2015

Products that accelerate more
sustainable lifestyles

OutKey indicators
comes

Research &
Development
expenditure

Definition

Amount in k€

GRI

2014

3,619

2015

Management comments

3,227

This R&D investment shows
ArcelorMittal’s commitment to the
development of its long products,
particularly construction and
infrastructure steels produced in
Luxembourg plants. The level of R&D
expenditure remained stable, and the
slight decrease in 2015 is merely a
fluctuation in the complete purchase
cycle for the research activity carried
out with our academic partners and
not a reflection of structural trends.
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Innovation and circular economy
The brand new AZ (750 and 800) generation of
sheet piles came onto the market in 2015. It had
taken years of development, numerous computer
simulations and laboratory tests, followed by
factory rolling tests before we could proceed to
the production test, to confirm that its theoretical
optimal geometry is able to be installed even in
challenging conditions.

Promoting cleaner, greener means of
transport
ArcelorMittal is involved in the development of
environmentally friendly public transport. With a growing
number of people living in urban areas, cities need various
means of transport to reduce congestion in city centres.
Tramways offer a good alternative: they are easier to
install than underground lines and cheaper; they are more
eco-friendly than fleets of buses as well as producing less
noise.
The grooved rail tracks, that we designed in Rodange in
2015, are recognised by customers worldwide for their
reliability and excellent resistance to loads. They have
been chosen, for example, to replace and extend the
tramway tracks in Tunis. A total of 1,500 tonnes of 60R1
grooved tracks were delivered, of higher quality R260
(grade 90). Since becoming operational in 1985, the
Tunis tramway has expanded to become the easiest way
to get around the city. It now has more than 66 stations
covering 8 lines and a total of 45 km. By reducing the
volume of cars in the city centre, it offers greater safety
and flexibility to the 1.5 million residents of Tunisia’s
capital city.
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The AZ sheet piles are produced entirely from
recycled steel and can be reused several times and
recycled indefinitely at the end of their life. These
new sections offer potential weight savings of more
than 10 % compared with elastic section moduli.
This means a significant reduction in environmental
impact during production. Furthermore, these lighter
solutions are also faster to install (for the same
number of linear metres of wall: fewer sections to
transport and handle).
The first AZ30-750 sheet piles have been
successfully installed for flood control in Goole,
United Kingdom.
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Faster-to-build structures
Build more quickly and reduce construction time as well
as energy consumption and carbon emissions – that is
the challenge faced by Histar® beams from Differdange.
In Changsha, China, a 57-storey building was constructed
in a record time of 19 days, the equivalent of three
storeys per day. 90 % of the skyscraper is made of blocks
which slot together like Lego® bricks using a modular
building technique for which our client, Broad Sustainable
Building (BSB) was awarded an innovation prize in 2013
by the International Council on Tall Buildings and Urban
Habitat (CTBUH).
This building, J57 or Mini Sky City, uses a system of
steel structures processed on site, with high-resistance
members and bolts to assemble the different parts.
It also includes slab floors, light wall panels and other
integrated pre-fabricated materials to be installed.
According to Xian Min Zhang, the BSB architect, the use
of steel modules for the construction of J57 allowed him
to reduce the number of lorries to 15,000 compared to
what the traditional approach using reinforced concrete
would have required. This meant that carbon and dust
emissions were greatly reduced.

30.7

The size of the Differdange beams in metres used
for the foundations of Jewel Changi airport, an
innovative building in Singapore.

85

The percentage of the potential weight
that our long steels can represent in a wind
turbine: HP bearing piles (H Pile, H-shaped) for the
foundations, SBQ (Special Bars Quality) used for
generators and angles for the pylons.
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Products that create sustainable
infrastructure

3

Our stakeholders’ expectations
People throughout the world are
increasingly aware of the need to
come up with innovative solutions for
improved environmental performance

of the products and services they use.
One of ArcelorMittal Luxembourg’s
contributions to Sustainable

development is to build infrastructures
made to last.

Our actions in 2015

Products that create sustainable
infrastructure

OutKey indicators
comes

30

Research &
Development
expenditure

Definition

Amount in k€

GRI

2014

3,619

2015

Management comments

3,227

This R&D investment shows
ArcelorMittal’s commitment to the
development of its long products,
particularly construction and
infrastructure steels produced in
Luxembourg plants. The level of R&D
expenditure remained stable, and the
slight decrease in 2015 is merely a
fluctuation in the complete purchase
cycle for the research activity carried
out with our academic partners and
not a reflection of structural trends.
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A steel grade enabling weight savings and CO2 reductions
ArcelorMittal greatly contributes
to the development of modern
and recyclable steel grades for the
construction market. Indeed, by
developing rolled sections in grade
70 ksi* (485MPa*) according to
ASTM A913/A913M, new high
strength steel from ArcelorMittal
gives to engineers and architects
the possibility to reduce the carbon
footprint of many structural
applications, including high-rise
buildings, stadiums and trusses. For
building applications, the design

of columns in this grade 70 steel
increases the net floor area of each
floor. Moreover, the use of grade 70
(485 MPa*) in the columns instead of
the commonly used grade 50 (345
MPa*) generates a weight saving of
more than 22 % in each column line.
All other costs linked to the weight
of the material, such as fabrication,
transportation and erection are also
proportionally reduced. Since its
launch on the market, many projects
worldwide have been successfully

erected with this outstanding new
product for a total of more than
10,000 tonnes up to now.
Bay Adelaide Centre East Tower in
Toronto, Canada was the first highrise building in the world designed
and constructed with rolled sections
in the grade 70. The use of this
grade in the columns led to an
overall weight savings of more than
9 % percent of the whole structure.

of columns
forhauteur
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* ksi: kilopound per square inch, unit for pressure measurement
* MPa: megapascal
* kN: kilonewton

2,600

Tonnes of rolled steel at Differdange were used to make the Torre Diamante,
a 30-storey building that was awarded LEED Gold certification (an American
system for standardising buildings with high environmental quality, created
by the US Green Building Council).
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Life Cycle Assessment of tall buildings
A guide summarizing the results of a
two-year-long research project on
the life cycle assessment (LCA) of tall
building structural systems has been
published by CTBUH, the Council of
Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat from
Chicago.
The research project was supported
by some of the most important
structural engineering firms and
players in the tall building industry.
The intended application of this

study is to inform the community
of professionals and researchers
specializing in tall buildings on the
environmental performance of the
most common structural systems
by providing the most accurate, upto-date analysis on two key impact
categories: Global Warming Potential
(GWP) and Embodied Energy (EE).

and steel and composite diagrid*. Two
building heights were considered: 60
and 120 stories. It was proven that
for the 60-story scenario, concrete
solutions are those with the highest
GWP and EE, the steel or composite
frame structures having the lowest
environmental impact. For the
120-story scenario, the composite
diagrid structure is the best choice for
a low environmental impact.

The structural systems analyzed
were: steel or composite frame with
concrete core, all concrete structures

60-storey building - Global Warming Potential (GWP), entire life cycle
25,000

169 %
GWP [Tonnes CO2 equivalent]

20,000

117 %

15,000

109 %

100 %
10,000

5,000

1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

3a

3b

3c

Normal steel +
concrete core

High strength steel
+ concrete core

Concrete core and
composite frame

All concrete wide
and shallow
beams

All concrete narrow
and deep beams

Normal steel
diagrid

High Strength steel
diagrid

Composite diagrid

Types of solution - chosen structures (steel + concrete core, all concrete, diagrid). Each option was
studied by two different consultancies.

*Diagrid: external steel structure which absorbs vertical load and strengthens lateral load (e.g. Hearst Tower, New York, United
States; The Bow tower, Calgary, Canada). This technique eliminates the need for a voluminous central core and maximally
optimises interior volume.

Increased heat reflection for buildings with Aluzinc®

With its high heat reflection properties, Aluzinc®,
produced at our Dudelange site, helps to air-condition
a building naturally by improving its thermal insulation.

Aluzinc®
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Galvanised

Terracotta tile

Heat transmitted from the outside to the inside of
a building. Solar radiation: 850 watt/m²
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Efficient use of resources and high
recycling rates
G4-DMA (Materials), G4-EN1, G4-EN2, G4-EN23

4

Our stakeholders’ expectations
The main advantage of steel is that
it is infinitely recyclable, which allows
for a reduction in the consumption of
finished raw materials, iron ore and coal.

Efficient use of these finished resources
in our production processes is one of
our stakeholders’ expectations, as is
waste management, the development

of products that can be reused and not
just recycled.

Our actions in 2015

Efficient use of resources and high recycling rates

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

Tonnes of materials
used in the
production process
(scrap, used tyres,
lime, etc.)

GRI

2014

2015

G4-EN1

2,625,913

2,594,935

Percentage of byproducts recovered
per tonne of waste
generated

Quantity of by-products
(operating waste) such as
black slag, calamine, etc. from
steel production, returned to a
recovery process rather than a
disposal process.

G4-EN23

87.6 %

89.1 %

Percentage of
recycled materials
in the production of
crude steel casting

Quantity of scrap and used
tyres returned to all that is
put in the furnace during
steel production (e.g. coal,
anthracite, ferroalloys, lime).

G4-EN2

94.8 %

95 %

Management comments

Recycled scrap accounts for the bulk of
recycled materials.
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Efficient use of resources and high recycling
rates

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

Tonnes of recycled
scrap

Tonnes of CO2
avoided due to using
scrap in comparison
with an integrated
route (blast furnaces)

The ROMEO system:
recovering waste and reducing
costs
The ROMEO model (Recycling
Optimisation Model for Economic and
Environmental Optimisation) comprises
a set of physical sub-models which
analyse the behaviour of our various
industrial tools in the world, such as
electric arc furnaces and sinter plants
(steelworks used to process iron ore before
it is used in the blast furnace).

GRI

G4-EN2

2014

2015

2,487,500

2,461,552

3,233,751

3,200,018

Management comments

Recycling used tyres in electric steelworks
A used tyre contains 60 % carbon and 15 to 20 % steel. Thus it
provides energy, with a calorific value similar to that of coal and
additional steel. Our Belval plant employs used tyres as carbon
input in place of anthracite to fuel its electric steelworks,
reducing the use of fossil fuels and valorising waste which still
tends to go to landfill (around 2,400,000 tonnes of used tyres
are produced each year in Europe, and 35 % go to landfill).

The recovery of used tyres is recognised as an emerging
technique in the Best Available Techniques Reference (BREF),
a guide published by the European Integrated Pollution
Prevention and Control (IPPC) Bureau. The IED Directive on
industrial emissions identifies the benchmark BATs (Best
It enables to simulate the effect of using
Available Techniques) to prevent various kinds of pollution
a by-product (waste from the production
through information exchange between Member States,
process) to power our facilities in terms of
industries, non-governmental organisations for the
cost, productivity and emissions.
protection of the environment and the European
Commission. In 2012, the permits for recycling used
The model provides a more efficient way to take
tyres at the Belval electric steelworks were extended
into account economic and environmental factors
up to 2024. Currently, the plant continues to recover
when valorising by-products. Simulations can be
some 300 to 400 kg of used tyres per load in its
run to improve our waste recycling. For example,
electric furnace (one load represents around 160
the external processing of steelworks dust allows us
tonnes). This recycling system was deployed for
to recover zinc and lead, which can later be reused
testing at our Differdange site in 2015.
in the steel production process. Zinc, when purified,
can be used in the galvanising of flat steels such as the
ones we produce at our Dudelange site. ROMEO helps
the company to adopt a circular economy approach and
increase its efforts to use resources sustainably.
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Prolong the product life cycle: renting out our sheet piles, a win-win solution
Intended to slot into each other to
create a sealed wall, our sheet piles are
designed to retain earth or water to
create quay walls, dams, underground
car parks, tunnels, bridges and trunk
roads. They are designed either to be
an integral part of the finished product,
or only to be used during construction
work, to secure the excavation needed
to build the actual structure itself.
There are many methods used to create
temporary retention structures, and
most use concrete because those using
steel are frequently found to be too
expensive per square metre of wall.
ArcelorMittal has been working for
many years to increase the efficiency of
its supply of sheet piles by developing
lighter, wider, more resistant sections.
We can now offer extremely economical
solutions for both permanent and
temporary retention structures.
Furthermore, we also rent out most of
our sheet piles, which makes temporary
steel solutions even more attractive.
Every excavation project has its own
specific requirements in terms of type
of sheet pile, length and finish, and
construction companies can no longer,
on the grounds of cost, maintain the
entire range of sections available in
their own stocks to cover the potential
structural needs of all their projects.
Now that they can rent these sections

from us, these companies can limit their
locked-up capital and use the most
effective metal solutions for their work,
which significantly reduces the cost per
square metre of steel to other solution
e.g concrete.
ArcelorMittal has developed several
service centres which carefully recondition used sheet piles and ensure
that the products rented to the next
building site are of impeccable quality.
Costs of repairs, loss and transport are
borne by our customers, who emerge
as winners in this flexible solution as
they have less capital locked up and can
simplify logistics flows and handling.

The re-use of these sheet piles on
several occasions in different projects
fits clearly within the circular economy
model. Our sheet pile solutions have
become more cost-efficient, which
increases their use in temporary
excavation projects and reduces the
use of less environmentally friendly
solutions which cannot be recycled.

“By renting out our sheet piles, we are meeting a real
expectation from our customers who no longer want to
‘own’ but rather ‘use’ the right sheet piles for their various
construction sites. By reinventing what we supply, we can
offer effective solutions for more projects and, at the same
time, contribute towards Sustainable development.”
François Gaasch,
Executive Sales Manager Sheet Piles, ArcelorMittal Europe - Long Products
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Trusted user of air, land and water
G4-DMA (Water, emissions, waste), G4-EN8, G4-EN21, G4-EN22, G4-EN23, G4-EN29

5

Our stakeholders’ expectations
For many years now, climate change
makes us aware of our responsibility to
protect our air, water and land.

Furthermore, our stakeholders expect
from us to improve our environmental
footprint. All our efforts now

concentrate on pursuing our activities
while protecting the environment to
the utmost by improving our processes.

Our actions in 2015

Trusted user of air, land and water

OutKey indicators
comes

36

Definition

GRI

2014

2015

Management comments
The measurements are taken at given
moments in time and therefore results
may vary depending on production
conditions.
Emissions remain well below local
environmental limits which are stricter
than European legislation currently in
force.We shall continue to strive to
reduce our emissions. Since we moved
from an integrated route to an electric
arc furnace route, we have improved
our dust removal efficiency by more
than 97 %.

Dust emissions

Grammes per tonne of crude
steel (tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

G4-EN21

7.8 (g/tCS)

10.8 (g/tCS)

Water withdrawal by
tonne of crude steel

Cubic meter per tonne of
crude steel (tCS: tonne Crude
Steel)

G4-EN8

0.63 (m³/tCS)

0.62 (m3/tCS)
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OutKey indicators
comes

GRI

2014

2015

Water withdrawal
by source: Surface
water

G4-EN8

0.09 (m3/tCS)

0.10 (m3/tCS)

Water withdrawal by
source: Piped water

G4-EN8

0.30 (m3/tCS)

0.29 (m3/tCS)

Water withdrawal by
source: Ground water

G4-EN8

0.24 (m3/tCS)

0.23 (m3/tCS)

NOx emissions

Trusted user of air, land and water

Definition

Grammes per tonne of crude
G4-EN21
steel (tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

Grammes per tonne of crude
G4-EN21
steel (tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

SOx emissions

340 (g/tCS)

130 (g/tCS)

Management comments

72 (g/tCS)

The measurements are taken at given
moments in time and therefore results
may vary depending on production
conditions. NOx emissions primarily result
from reheating furnaces. They have been
reducing continuously for three years, a
clear sign of improvements in the reheating
process.

388 (g/tCS)

The measurements are taken at given
moments in time and therefore results may
vary depending on production conditions.
SOx emissions mainly arise from using coal
in the electrical arc furnace. The quality
of coal may also vary. Consequently,
emissions are a combination both of the
quality and of the consumption of these
products.

G4-EN22

0.34 (m3/tCS)

0.51 (m3/tCS)

The increase in water discharge in 2015
was due to climate conditions. Our water
supply system primarily works as a closed
circuit. The increase in rainfall required us
to use an overflow to handle our water
supply levels as the quality of the water
at the discharge point remained our top
priority.

% waste disposed of
in landfills

G4-EN23

12 %

11 %

Our main industrial waste is carbide slag.
We are currently investigating potential
recycling methods to help us recover it.

Amount of fines
received and number
of non-monetary
fines for noncompiance with
environmental
legislation and
regulations

G4-EN29

0

0

Water discharge

Air

Cubic meter per tonne of
crude steel (tCS: tonne Crude
Steel)

Improvement of dust removal at Belval
A continuous improvement approach in partnership with our Esch-sur-Alzette Research
and Development department has allowed us to carry out an in-depth study on the
monitoring of our facilities to reduce consumption and emissions. We have, among
other things, improved our depollution system by installing a new design of wheels on our
ventilators. This has led to a 15 % increase in the primary suction rate and cut the average level
of Total Organic Carbon (TOC) by two thirds. Similarly, the use of a burner has allowed us to reduce
natural gas leaks.

Involving third parties; improving the transparency of environmental information
Twice a year, our Belval and Differdange
sites meet with their stakeholders,
including non-governmental
organisations, representatives of the
municipalities and the Environment
Administration. Their aim is to
describe the issues faced by our sites,

investments made and work carried out
to reduce the environmental footprint
of our industrial activities. This provides
the opportunity to develop, present and
illustrate a reporting system to ensure
that information is accessible. A visit of
the infrastructure allows participants to

get a better idea of the progress made.
This meeting provides the opportunity
to talk to our stakeholders, answer their
questions and identify new potential
improvements to be made.
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Anticipating water pollution risks
Water management has been the
subject of many proactive projects
to avoid all risk of pollution and limit
human, environmental and economic
impacts. We are continuing to step up
our systems against accidents.
In the event of the accidental discharge
of a chemical substance, Dudelange
has a sewer plug and a system to hold
industrial waters downstream of the
industrial zone which can be operated
remotely, thus avoiding sending polluted
water to the local treatment plant.

Should it be polluted, the line manager
either triggers the plug or shunts the
water to the holding pond.
At the Bissen site, all water used for
industrial operations undergoes a
neutralisation process and a control to
check that the maximum values set in
the environmental permit have not been
exceeded. It is only then that the water
is discharged into the stream. It should
be noted that during neutralisation,
there is a procedure for shutting off
waste water exits in the event of an
incident.

Water
To prevent pollution from runoff onto
the roads and car park, Bissen has
installed a floating barrier on the Attert
river inside the site and 200 metres
downstream of the site.
In 2015, a new pumping system was
installed to assess the water table level
and adjust pumping accordingly.

“At Dudelange, our ELO (electro-galvanising) has carried the
SuperDrecksKëscht® label for the last ten years, and we hope
to be awarded this label for the HDG (hot-dip galvanising)
site in 2016. This is a recognised quality label, awarded
by the Environment Administration and the Chamber of
Trades to craft enterprises and waste transport companies
which manage their waste in an eco-friendly manner. Only
companies that implement the waste management frame
designed for them by SuperDrecksKëscht® fir Betriber are
awarded the quality label, and are consequently LabelPriméiert.“
Delphine Renouard,
Health - Safety & Environment Officer- ArcelorMittal Dudelange

Managing waste to protect our land
At the Dudelange site, all chemical
substances for coating sheet steel are
delivered by the supplier. Once used, the
supplier recovers the empty containers
and exchanges them for full containers,
thus preventing us from generating soiled
plastic packaging waste.
On the HDG (hot-dip galvanisation)
site, we have a fully leak-proof facility
for chemical substances where we store
chemical and oily waste in containers
or drums. Pumping and removal can
take place here without any risk of
environmental accidents.
We do not really store waste. Depending
on the type of waste (household, wood),
we have different sizes of trucks. For
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chemical waste from the production
process, we start pumping when two
1,000-litre containers are full (2 m3). The
removal or pumping of waste is carried
out based on tender. The request for
removal, indicating location, quantity,
waste code and deadline is then sent
to the service providers, who work in
compliance with the safety procedures.
Our service providers undertake to
process waste such as wood, nonchlorinated solvents and soiled plastic
packaging. The waste valorised as
derivatives is mainly paper/cardboard,
plastic film and rubber. Zinc sludge from
the ELO (electro-galvanising) site are
revalorised as well.

Finally, the unwrought metal from the
galvanising baths at the HDG site are
taken by a service provider for use as raw
material in aluminium foundries.

Land
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Responsible energy user that helps
create a lower carbon future
G4-DMA (Energy), G4-EN5, G4-EN15, G4-EN16, G4-EN17

6

Our stakeholders’ expectations
With its heavy production processes,
the steel industry is a major energy

consumer. Energy efficiency is
therefore a key issue, both in terms
of environmental efforts to be part of

the energy transition and in terms of
costs for the company.

Our actions in 2015

Responsible energy user that helps create a lower
carbon future

OutKey indicators
comes
Gjs consumed

Definition

GRI

Gigajoules per tonne of crude steel
(tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

G4-EN5

CO2 emissions per
ton of crude steel
casting

Kilogram per tonne of crude steel
(tCS: tonne Crude Steel)

CO2 emissions:
scope 1 (set by the
Greenhouse Gas
Protocol)

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, namely the CO2 directly
emitted by the furnaces

CO2 emissions:
scope 2 (set by the
Greenhouse Gas
Protocol)

Energy indirect greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions namely the CO2
emitted to generate the energy
consumed: electricity and heat
(hot water, steam)

2014

2015

9.1 (GJ/tCS)

9.3 (GJ/tCS)

323 (kg CO2/tCS)

325 (kg CO2/tCS)

G4-EN15

202 (kg CO2/tCS)

202 (kg CO2/tCS)

G4-EN16

78 (kg CO2/tCS)

80 (kg CO2/tCS)

Management comments

The total increase in CO2 emissions
comes from the increase in indirect
CO2 emissions from our electricity
consumption per tonne of crude steel
casting which is also increasing. Electricity
is generated by external suppliers. The
emission factor has remained constant.
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Responsible energy user that helps create a
lower carbon future

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

GRI

2014

2015

CO2 emissions:
scope 3 (set by the
Greenhouse Gas
Protocol)

Other indirect greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions due to our
activities: CO2 emissions from
products used in our workshops
such as quicklime and industrial
gases (oxygen, nitrogen)

G4-EN17

43 (kg CO2/tCS)

43 (kg CO2/tCS)

ISO 14001 certified
facilities

The ISO 14001 standard covers
environmental management.
It is based on the principle of
continuous improvement in
environmental performance by
controlling the impact associated
with company activities.

7 of 10

7 of 10

Our European Logistics Centre, Cofralux
and Sotel sites are not certified.

ISO 50001 certified
facilities

The ISO 50001 standard covers
energy management.

2 of 10

3 of 10

Our Belval, Differdange and Rodange sites
are certified.

Learning Factory: projects at the Belval site
The Learning Factory, a structure launched
by the FEDIL Business Federation and the
Chamber of Commerce, aims at reducing
carbon emissions, increase energy
efficiency in companies and promote
learning by doing. For several years now,
ArcelorMittal has participated in these
training courses and has implemented the
lessons learned in its plants.
At Belval, several projects were developed
in 2015 including:
• Scrap cleaning machine. This allows
most of the non-ferrous elements
(sterile and polluting) to be removed,
reducing the atmospheric pollution
generated in the furnace. This
processing also allows us to reduce
energy costs by removing waste from
the furnace load. It was installed in
2014, and savings are about 2400
MWh/an (equivalent to the annual
consumption of more than 300
households). Sorting like this also
facilitates the recycling of non-ferrous
waste.

• Installation of a new generation of burners
in the electric arc furnace, which improve
combustion and help to reduce gas
consumption. This will generate savings of
2000 MWh per year.
• Optimisation of the compressed air
network at the Medium Mill of Belval
generating savings in electricity of
around 800 kWh per year.

2400 MW/h
2000 MW/h
Scrap
cleaning
machine

The new
generation of
burners in the
electric arc
furnace

Management comments

ArcelorMittal Rodange,
an additional site
awarded ISO 50001
After Belval and Differdange,
our Rodange site was certified
ISO 50001 in 2015.
This certification recognises
our longstanding commitment
to managing our energy
efficiently, which is at the heart
of our strategy. We rely on
our environmental efficiency,
particularly energy efficiency, to
combine our cost optimisation
production conditions with
those of climate change.
In addition to this certification,
our stringent environmental
standards underpin our
management system.

Main electricity savings / year

“In 2015, several projects allowed us to achieve a significant
reduction in energy consumption, of around 100 GWH, at
our Belval, Differdange and Rodange production sites. Both
a financial and a climate issue, the reduction of our energy
consumption has resulted from continuous improvement.
By optimising conditions at our facilities and replacing older
equipment with new, latest-generation devices (boilers,
burners, doors, lighting), we have made significant steps
towards achieving this goal.“
Guilhem Dollé,
Environmental Officer, ArcelorMittal Luxembourg - Long Products
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Supply chains that our customers trust
G4-DMA (Procurement practices, supplier environmental and social assessment), G4-12, G4-EC9, G4-EN32, G4-EN33, G4-LA15, G4-HR10, G4-HR11,
G4-SO9, G4-SO10

7

Our stakeholders’ expectations
High-quality product delivered to
the right place at the right time:
this is what our customers rightfully
expect. In addition to this expectation,
ArcelorMittal Luxembourg must ensure

that its supply chain, both upstream
and downstream of production, meets
environmental, social and ethical
standards. This supports the traceability
of our products which is something

our customers increasingly require,
particularly in the construction and
automotive industries, which themselves
face increasingly stringent regulation.

Our actions in 2015

Supply chains that our customers trust

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

Energy (Mio €)

GRI

G4-EC9

Sourcing via local
suppliers

Transport & Logistics (Mio €)

G4-EC9

2014

2015

Electricity: 80,790,000
Germany: 8 %
Belgium: 18 %
France: 74 %

Electricity: 78,180,000
Germany: 8 %
Belgium: 18 %
France: 74 %

Gaz: 43,980,000
Germany: 51 %
Belgium: 49 %
France: 0 %

Gaz: 38,380,000
Germany: 0 %
Belgium: 100 %
France: 0 %

Total: 124,770,000
Germany: 23 %
Belgium: 29 %
France: 48 %

Total: 116,560,000
Germany: 5 %
Belgium: 45 %
France: 50 %

Total: 152,909,784
Luxembourg: 63.7 %
Belgium: 23 %
Germany: 3.9 %
Austria: 3.5 %
France: 2.2 %
Others: 3.7 %

Total: 130,623,088
Luxembourg: 54.8 %
Belgium: 27.6 %
Germany: 5.9 %
Austria: 3 %
France: 2.8 %
Others: 5.9 %

Management comments

Gas is supplied exclusively from Belgium for external
reasons. The Fluxys Belgium and Creos Luxembourg gas
transmission operators announced a merger between the
Luxembourg and Belgium gas markets in October 2015.
These data correspond to the Belval, Differdange, Rodange,
Dommeldange, Dudelange, Bissen, Bettembourg, European
Logistics Centre and Cofralux sites.

These data correspond to the Belval, Differdange and
Rodange sites.
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Supply chains that our customers trust

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

Number of suppliers
assessed for their
impact on the
environment, society
and compliance with
Human Rights

GRI

G4-EN32
G4-SO9
G4-SO10
G4-HR11
G4- HR10
GA-LA15

2014

2015

na

116

Management comments

All our suppliers have ratified the ArcelorMittal Code for
Responsible Sourcing. We also have a database for our
suppliers which provides further environmental, economic
and social information. 116 suppliers have been further
assessed using a new analysis tool introduced in 2015.

Ivalua: a new tool to increase the reliability of our value chain
In 2015, we continued to strive
to ensure that our sourcing is
environmentally, socially and ethically
reliable.

safety, environment, Human Rights
and Ethics) and the positioning in the
market (competitiveness, honouring
contracts, communication, etc.).

Since 2010, our Code for Responsible
Sourcing, developed in partnership
with customers, suppliers, peers and
NGOs, sets our minimum threshold
requirements in terms of health and
safety, Human Rights and ethical and
environmental standards. ArcelorMittal
ensures that every new supplier
acknowledges and complies with these
standards, by accepting the terms of
the Code.

Then, a scheme and a mark of
0 to 6 is given in order

In 2015, we introduced a new tool
to further analyse our suppliers.
A total of 116 were assessed
using this new system. They first
answered a survey on issues
for our business and those of
our stakeholders, based on
five areas: compliance with
requirements (required technical
specifications, proactiveness
and initiative, quality, customer
support), compliance with deadlines,
compliance with the ArcelorMittal
site’s responsible sourcing
requirements (health and safety,
environment), responsible sourcing
management (quality, health and

Health & Safety
on ArcelorMittal
site and/or
external facilities
User assistance
and relationship,
after-sale service

to identify strengths and weaknesses
in each issue. Finally, 28 suppliers out
of 116 received a mark below 4, and
were deeply assessed and required to
follow a targeted action plan.

Communications
& relations with
ArcelorMittal
6

Financial
situation
R&D, innovation
potential

5
4

Compliance
with technical
specifications

Compliance
with contractual
deadlines

3
2
1

Proactivity

Reactivity

Environmental
management

Documentation
requirements

Delivery conformity
(packaging, transport,
identification,
quantities, etc.)

Ethic
management

Health
& Safety
management

Compliance with
requirements on
quality documents
Quality
management

Long term
continuity of
deliveries

Human right
management

Sub-criteria
assessment of
the IVALUA tool
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Our BES 6001-certified long products
Our Belval, Differdange and Rodange
products have been certified BES 6001,
a standard issued by the BRE (Building
Research Establishment), a responsible
sourcing certification for the construction
market in the United Kingdom, which
demonstrates our commitment to the
sustainability of our value chain.
The management systems for the quality,
environment, health and safety and
sourcing departments of our plants and
the group’s Sustainable development
reports were audited by the BRE during
an eight-month assessment.

The BES 6001 standard covers product
traceability, from the extraction of its raw
materials up to manufacture. It requires
industry players supplying products for
the construction market to demonstrate
that their production uses raw materials
from responsible sources. An assessment
process by an independent third party,
covering organisational governance,
management of the supply chain and
various environmental and social aspects,
is used to check compliance with the
required criteria. Plants must also
demonstrate the sustainability of the

activities of their raw material suppliers.
Furthermore, this standard is a first step
towards meeting the requirements for
further certification under BREEAM (BRE
Environmental Assessment Method), a
well-known method for assessing the
environmental behaviour of buildings,
similar to its American counterpart LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design).

“With this new certification, ArcelorMittal has set an example
in the construction market in terms of responsible sourcing
of steel. Construction companies in the United Kingdom
prefer to buy from manufacturers who can demonstrate that
their products comply with recognised responsible sourcing
standards. such as BES 6001.“
Amit Sengupta,
Chief Marketing Officer, ArcelorMittal Europe – Long Products

APS, assess the knowledge of our suppliers:
health, safety and environment
ArcelorMittal is working actively on risk anticipation
and ensures the responsible behaviour of its
providers. APS (Partner Safety Training)
allows us to check the knowledge of our
sub-contractors on health, safety and
environmental matters. The training
provided by the company assesses
knowledge on work at height and
industrial hazards (noise, being
crushed, burns, confined spaces,
fire, explosions), to procedures in
the event of accidents and the
environmental protection via
waste management (sorting
and recycling), protection of
water, land and air (storage of
chemicals, procedures in the
event of leaks, etc.).
This training was further
consolidated in 2015 as now
more than 6,373 tests have
been taken, compared with
5,730 in 2014, an increase of
more than 11 %. Furthermore,
ArcelorMittal has extended the
contents of this training course to
make its supply chain more reliable.

46 %
41 %
Rail
Road

13 %
Waterway

Modes of
transport
used
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Active and welcomed member
of the community
G4-16, G4-EC1, G4-EC7, G4-EN13, G4-S02

8

Our stakeholders’ expectations
Our activities in Luxembourg have
a sizeable impact on the local and
national communities in which we
operate. We sponsor projects which

promote sustainable community
programmes and thereby support longterm economic and social development.
ArcelorMittal also supports

the community engagement of its
employees and encourages them to get
more involved in local community life.

Our actions in 2015

Active and welcomed
member of the community

OutKey indicators
comes

44

ArcelorMittal
Luxembourg
donations

Projects sponsored
by ArcelorMittal
Luxembourg

Definition

GRI

2014

2015

Amount in k€

G4-EC1

260

280

G4-EC1

7

10

Management comments
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Volunteering, embedded in ArcelorMittal’s culture
Every year, administrative employees meet to carry the flag for
ArcelorMittal at the Triple C - Cents Corporate Challenge organised by the Luxembourg Red Cross - international section.
The community engagement and involvement in local
community life of our employees in Luxembourg is organised
through our employee volunteering sponsorship programme.
ArcelorMittal Luxembourg is proud to support associations in
Luxembourg and the Greater Region in which its employees
are involved in projects that mean something to them. Several
projects were again selected for 2015.
The 2015 edition of the ArcelorMittal Luxembourg Volunteering
Weeks focused on diversity, in partnership with the Luxembourg
Red Cross.

These weeks were launched with a conference
given by the Red Cross which told employees a
little more about the origins and issues around
the international migration crisis. Employees
spent their lunch break distributing meals at
the Red Cross refugee centres in LuxembourgCity. Administrative employees were also invited
to prepare, buy and sell cakes at the tradition “Cake
Thursday” initiative at Pétrusse building. They raised more
than 1,500 euros, to be used for the Red Cross emergency
response on the Greek island of Lesbos which receives thousands of migrants
each day.

Supporting local associations: a longstanding commitment
Promoting culture
For 2015, ArcelorMittal continued
its efforts to support its local
communities. It offers targeted
high-quality, lasting support, centred
on educational, social or healthrelated projects. For some years
now, ArcelorMittal has sponsored the
Foundation EME (“Ecouter pour Mieux
s’Entendre“). In 2015, the association
organised several performances of
WaxWings by the English Touring
Opera.
This show, designed for young
audiences with specific learning
difficulties, was attended by numerous
school and associations at the
Philharmonie concert hall.
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Preserving biodiversity
To support its sponsorships in the long term, ArcelorMittal Luxembourg
keeps providing financial support to the natur&ëmwelt mobil project.

Helping healthcare
actors
Another project sponsored by
ArcelorMittal Luxembourg was
the GO GOLD international
campaign organised by the
Kriibskrank Kanner Foundation:
by distributing postcards and
gold ribbons free of charge
throughout the Grand Duchy
and at our plants, our employees
showed their solidarity through
encouraging messages and
drawings for children affected by
cancer and their families.

“The main activities of the Hëllef fir d’Natur Foundation
involve the acquisition and management of natural reserves
to safeguard biodiversity and raise awareness. With
ArcelorMittal’s support since 2011, our foundation now has
a Mercedes Sprinter, the natur&ëmwelt mobil. This van has
been refitted throughout to transport educational teaching
workshops. Now we can carry out local awareness actions,
within companies, public places and schools. This is an
excellent tool for disseminating the information that is central
to our foundation’s mission. ArcelorMittal staff has had the
opportunity to attend, on several occasions, workshops
organised by specialists from the foundation. These are
interesting topics which arouse passion and always lead to a
lively discussion – the workshops are a huge success for all
parties involved!“
Brigitte Michaelis,
Corporate Communication & PR Sponsoring Officer natur&ëmwelt Hëllef fir
d’Natur Foundation

227.5

210
volunteering

volunteering
hours in 2015

hours in 2014

45

volunteers
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70

volunteers
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Pipeline of talented scientists and
engineers for tomorrow
G4-EC1, G4-EC7

9

Our stakeholders’ expectations
Science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) is the future of
society, and more particularly, the future
of our group.

innovation. STEM reflects the company’s
competitiveness and, as such, is key.

By investing in developing these
subjects, ArcelorMittal ensures its
capacity for product and process

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

GRI

Pipeline of talented
scientists and engineers
for tomorrow

Our actions in 2015

Amount in k€

G4-EC1

Amount invested
in STEM (science,
technology,
engineering,
mathematics)
projects

2014

2015

165

175

Management comments
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ArcelorMittal is working actively
among young people to promote
its activities in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM).
These fields are essential to developing
innovative, sustainable, energy-saving
products and processes thus becoming
increasingly competitive.

and inspire them. The Wëssens-Atelier
gives these pupils the opportunity
to do-it-yourself, drill, screw, weld,
build, test and experiment with a huge
range of materials, such as woods and
metals, and to have a go at electricity,
automation and computing. As a
follow-up to this introduction to both
theory and practice, the WëssensAtelier also offers children and their
parents factory visits.
To promote jobs in science,
ArcelorMittal Luxembourg also relies
on its own employees. Pierre Hubsch,
manager of the rolling process
department of the Esch-sur-Alzette
Research Centre was interviewed
for the Meet the Scientists series
published at www.science.lu.

To get the young kids from 8 to 12
think about studying technology and
science, ArcelorMittal Luxembourg has
encouraged them to deeply discover
science and technology by sponsoring
the activities offered by the WëssensAtelier Lëtzebuerg.
Set up by the da Vinci Association
(associations of engineers, architects,
and industrialists from Luxembourg),
the Wëssens-Atelier aims at raising
interest of young people in this
particular world through innovative,
fun and creative activities to amaze

The fourteenth forum of minienterprises organised by Jonk
Entrepreneuren was held in 2015
with the 15 best mini-enterprises
of the 2014-2015 academic
year. “FIFTEAM” from the Lycée du
Nord won the award sponsored by
ArcelorMittal Luxembourg for the best
business plan. As part of its “Wanting
to Understand” project, “FIFTEAM”
produced four booklets on economic
and social topics.
Another important example of group’s
engagement with the scientific
community: ArcelorMittal Luxembourg
extended its partnership with
Luxembourg University by supporting
for a further three years the chair
in steel and facade engineering in

Another initiative was the participation
in the Unicareers fair at LuxExpo,
during which ArcelorMittal met with
students and young professionals,
reaffirming its commitment to being a
major economic player in Luxembourg
and valued partner in education. The
community engagement of our group
is becoming increasingly targeted.
By financing the development of STEM
subjects, ArcelorMittal wants to make
the company more attractive and
boost the entrepreneurial spirit, which
is the main mission of the non-profit
organisation, Jonk Entrepreneuren.

Luxembourg. The key points of the
agreement signed in September
2015 include the financing and
implementation of common research
projects. ArcelorMittal Luxembourg
has now committed itself to this
project up to 2019. Since 2010,
the group has been one of the main
partners and sponsors of Luxembourg
University.

‘FIFTEAM’ team from Lycée du Nord

“Our presence at the Unicareers fair was a genuine success
and we were pleased to see that young people are extremely
interested in the steel industry and our plants. We are always
very proud to state that Differdange beams are used in
buildings as prestigious as the famous One World Trade
Center in New York. This is a very persuasive argument to
attract new talents.”
Yannick Hutzel,
engineer at ArcelorMittal Differdange
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Our contribution to society measured,
shared and valued
G4-DMA (Economic performance, indirect economic impacts), G4-EC1, G4-EC7, G4-SO2

10

Our stakeholders’ expectations
With its industrial plants and the
presence of its headquarters in
Luxembourg-City, ArcelorMittal has
demonstrated its commitment to
Luxembourg.

The company is a key social and
economic player, provides employment
for local subcontractors, and is a
major tax payer. ArcelorMittal’s direct
participation in the development

of the country may, however, be
threatened by events affecting the
way the steel market runs in Europe.

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

GRI

Our contribution to
society measured,
shared and valued

Our actions in 2015

Payroll (pay and employer
contributions) allocated to
ArcelorMittal employees in
Luxembourg, and expenditure
to our suppliers and subcontractors in Luxembourg for
their services.

G4-EC1

ArcelorMittal’s
economic
contribution to
Luxembourg

2014

2015

527,618,360

538,617,449

Management comments
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ArcelorMittal: threats on our contribution?
ArcelorMittal is committed
to maintaining its activities in
Luxembourg, one of the cradles
of the European steel industry
and a pool of rich and valuable
expertise which has been
accumulated over decades of
steelmaking. ArcelorMittal has
grown over the years to deal with
a rapidly changing environment
through free trade and increased
global competition. Its activities
have also been shaped by
the challenges of Sustainable
development, particularly in
the area of climate change. The
company has integrated into its
strategy the growing requirements
for controlling greenhouse gas
emissions and for complying with
the European Union Emissions
Trading System (EU ETS)
introduced in 2005.
Over the years, the allocation
system of allowances and the
total emissions cap have changed
with European and global
legislation setting ever-more
demanding environmental targets
(reduction of GHG and energy
consumption, increase in the
proportion of renewable energy in
the consumption and production
of energy, etc.). ArcelorMittal is
conscious of its carbon footprint,
takes full responsibility and comes
into line with these legitimate
reforms to maintain its business.
Nevertheless, for some years,
ArcelorMittal, like most of the steel
industry, has been facing a market
where the rules of the game are
not the same for all players. While
European steel manufacturers
are required to control their
greenhouse gas emissions, others
in the industry do not face the
same constraints, which leads to
a distortion of competition with
particularly adverse effects for
the steel industry in Europe.
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Since 2008, the European
steel industry has lost 85,000
jobs, equivalent to 20 % of its
workforce. Obviously, these job
losses cannot all be put at the
door of this competitiveness
gap triggered by different
environmental regulations in
different countries, but they do
show the fragility of the European
steel industry in a world where
there is no level playing field. For
example, China emits 500 kg more
CO2 per tonne of steel produced
than the European steel industry,
without having to face any cost or
regulatory penalties.
In the light of these imbalances,
ArcelorMittal must find positive
solutions to resolve this challenging
situation. Our company continues
to put huge efforts into developing
increasingly innovative processes
and products, within a Sustainable
development approach, to maintain
a major, long-lasting presence in
Luxembourg.

Assessing the social
value of steel
The idea of the “social value” of steel is
an important tool for raising awareness
of the positive effects of the steel
industry on the European economy.
Steel contributes for 1.3 % of the
European GDP. According to Eurofer,
one job in the steel industry in Europe
generates a further 6.7 jobs. A doctoral
student has been working with our R&D
team since 2014 to assess this impact.
This doctoral research into the social
value of steel is in line with the group’s
Sustainable development approach
which aims at evaluating its contribution
to society. Different assessment
methods have been tested, such as a
Social Life Cycle Assessment (SLCA)
and consultations with stakeholders.
ArcelorMittal’s Belval and Differdange
are among the pilot sites selected to test
these different methods operationally.
Before assessment, one of the major
issues facing this research is to identify
the main components of the social value
of steel.

538,617,449

Euros is the payroll amount (pay
+ employer contributions) paid
in 2015 to employees of the
ArcelorMittal Group in Luxembourg
and our expenditure paid to our
suppliers and sub-contractors in
Luxembourg, for the services they
have provided.

4,244

Total number of ArcelorMittal
employees in Luxembourg at
31 December 2015, making our
company the leading private
employer in the country.
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Ensuring transparent
governance
G4-56, G4-DMA (Investment, anti-corruption), G4-HR2, G4-SO4

Our stakeholders’ expectations
All our stakeholders, employees,
customers, suppliers, local

communities, should be treated with
dignity and respect. Compliance
with the law and ethical standards is

fundamental to ArcelorMittal which
aims at setting an example.

Our actions in 2015

Ensuring transparent governance

OutKey indicators
comes

Definition

GRI

Number of
complaints received
by the Internal Audit
service

These complaints relate to
internal shortcomings identified
by employees anxious to uphold
ArcelorMittal’s reputation for
honesty and integrity.

Percentage of
employees trained in
the Code of Ethics*

The ArcelorMittal Code of Ethics
provides a set of guidelines to
be followed by all employees
when conducting their
G4-HR2
business. The aim is to uphold
G4-SO4
ArcelorMittal’s reputation for
honesty and integrity in its
management practices as well
as in all business transactions.

Percentage of
employees trained in
Human Rights*

ArcelorMittal has published a
comprehensive policy on Human
Rights, in order to coordinate
the group’s efforts as a whole,
focusing on the priority areas
identified.

G4-HR2
G4-SO4

2014

2015

2

2

91.7 %

91.6 %

Management comments
The two complaints received in 2015 were analysed and
evaluated as groundless.

69.4 %

Code of Ethics training is compulsory and valid for a period of
three years. After this time, all the employees must renew their
training certificate. To have all the certificate up to date, we
have to anticipate employee turnover, re-validation restrictions
for training and long-term abscences. To achieve it, a new
training reporting system has been developed in 2015 to
improve the tracking of the training completed online or in
classes. This key period explains the gap between the 2014
and the 2015 results.

69.1 %

Human Rights training is compulsory and valid for a period of
three years. After this time, all the employees must renew their
training certificate. To have all the certificate up to date, we
have to anticipate employee turnover, re-validation restrictions
for training and long-term abscences. To achieve it, a new
training reporting system has been developed in 2015 to
improve the tracking of the training completed online or in
classes. This key period explains the gap between the 2014
and the 2015 results.

*The figures are based on the compilation of results for each of the following industrial sites: Belval, Differdange, Dudelange, Rodange, Dommeldange and AMCLE. Figures for other sites are not processed
separately but are included in the reports relating to the group and segments.

I am an honest person - I can’t take this!
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Compliance is a
key training and
communications
topic for the group
ArcelorMittal, to meet
the standards of integrity
contained in its Code of
Ethics, has designed a full
programme of compliance
training courses, including
courses on the Code of Ethics
and Human Rights.
These training courses are
compulsory and must be taken
by all group employees. The
Anti-corruption, Economic
sanctions, Anti-trust, Insider
dealings regulations and Data
protection courses, completing
this programme, are designed
for particular categories of
employees, depending on their
level of exposure to risk.
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A new “Fraud Awareness and
Prevention“ course was also
introduced in 2015 to combat
internal fraud.

This is us

corporate.a
rcelormitta
l.com

Integrity campaign: create a genuine culture
Ethics and integrity are at the heart of
the ways in which ArcelorMittal does
business; they are deeply ingrained
in the company’s DNA. To further
strengthen this commitment, some
basic principles have been produced
– ArcelorMittal’s “integrity principles”
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– that all company employees are
bound to honour and promote in their
daily work.
These principles were promoted
through an awareness campaign
which used practical examples and

simulations based on a variety of
ethical issues.
The aim is to help employees
understand how to apply these
principles in everyday life.
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Glossary

Angle:
L- or V-shaped metal profile.
Beam:
I- or H-shaped hot-rolled steel product.
Continuous casting:
Continuous solidification method used on molten metal.
The liquid metal flows continuously into a mould that
has been cooled sharply. A layer of solidified metal
then forms which is taken up as it leaves the mould by
a device called a segment where it is supported and
continues to cool until all the metal has solidified. The
bar is then cut to the appropriate length. Continuous
casting facilities have one or more strands.

Long steel:
Any steel that has a relatively small cross-section and
a relatively large length. This includes railway tracks,
I-beams, concrete reinforcing bars and sheet piles. Long
steel is mainly used in construction.
Lost-time injury frequency rate:
This is the number of injuries with lost time of more than
one day per million hours worked.
Rolling mill:
Manufacturing facility designed to reduce the thickness
of a material while giving it a very specific section (see
also ‘Long steel’ and ‘Flat steel’). This deformation is
obtained by continuous compression as the metal passes
between two rollers rotating in opposite directions.

Electric Arc Furnace plant:
Electric arc furnaces are used to produce steel from
scrap melted using electricity, in contrast to the cast
iron sector (blast furnace – converter) where it is
produced from iron ore.

Sections:
profiled (sectioned) material is one that has been given a
profile, or specific shape.

Electrogalvanisation:
This is an electrogalvanising (zinc coating) technique.
The steel section is coated in a zinc layer by electrolysis,
by means of an electric current.

Sheet pile:
Profiled pile designed to be beaten into the ground or
into sediment and which connects to neighbouring
piles through lateral veins called ‘locks’ or ‘claws’. Sheet
piles are mainly used for retaining walls, quay walls,
cofferdams and waterproof screens.

Flat steel:
Any steel that has been rolled into a thin sheet. Flat steel
is mainly used in the manufacture of outer coverings for
household appliances, motor vehicles and ships.

Wire-drawing Mill:
Plant specialising in wire drawing, i.e. reducing the
section of a metal wire via mechanical traction, by
passing it through the holes of a die.

Hot-dip galvanising:
Hot-dip galvanising is a technique used to coat a section
of steel with zinc or a zinc-based alloy, by soaking it in
a bath. The coating makes the product more corrosionresistant.
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Grievance mechanism
for our external stakeholders
ArcelorMittal has introduced national and local grievance mechanisms for managing complaints from external stakeholders.
Complaints should be addressed:
• by calling (+352) 4792 1
• by mail to the following address:
ArcelorMittal
Country Management
24-26, boulevard d’Avranches
L-1160 Luxembourg
• by e-mail to contact.luxembourg@arcelormittal.com
ArcelorMittal Belval & Differdange:
• Belval site by calling (+352) 8002 2014
• Differdange site by calling (+352) 8002 4282
ArcelorMittal Rodange & Schifflange by calling (+352) 5019 2330
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GRI index
G4-32

To ensure transparent governance for our stakeholders regarding performance and corporate responsibility, our report is
based on the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) G4 guidelines and partly provides general information along with specific
details.
The ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg GRI index can be accessed at http://luxembourg.arcelormittal.com/Sustainable-development/
and the one for the ArcelorMittal Group is available from http://corporate.arcelormittal.com/sustainability/reporting-hub/

ArcelorMittal Differdange, electric arc furnace: liquid steel casting in a ladle.
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